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,“.:+.~ ,,; -i~- ,, .. .SUMllA.RY c .. . .,
,-.. .. .:-
This repqr$ ,deala with the -cal’culatiom-’of the bend3ag
moments in and the distortions of fuselage rings upon which
known co,ncen,trated,,and distributed l-oads are acti’ng. In the
procedure suggested, the ring” i.s divided “into ,a.number of .
beams each, having. a, constant ~radius of. curvaiti.re-,.Th”eforces
and mom’ents caused in the end sections of the beams by indi -
A vidual unit displace,men~s Of. t.h-e.,~n-d-.sectian s,.arw:~listed in
a table designate d””as.the operation.p, table ,in:.con far-mity.:wlth
*
Southwellis nomenclature.. * .: . ..:,:-, l .. --~—--.: ~:-”-:~.:=:-+: .
..;, .-
.*.-.: ,-:, “--- ..-.,-’ .- -..,”-.
The operations t@le and~$he~.e:~~kfn.al.:loa~s. are. equi.va-
lent to a set of linear equations, l’or.:$heir.-aoluti.)on..the ----
following three procedures are presented:
1. Southwellis method of:.sy~ij,$rn~tlcrelaxations. This
is a step-by-step approximation procedure guided by the phys-
ical interpretation of the changes in the values of the un-





e 2. ‘The l,~T~biq~~qq$~%[”$ro$~du~.ein w~ich the individual
beams ar.6.rcoiii~$,n~~u$~e~~~~e-ly-,i.nto beams of increasing
lengtih.’unt.il;~t:~a.;l~,.t.h~..qqt,i.~e.ni.ng becomes .a”single beam.
7 In ‘dach..i,tq~:~o.$+$he.~;~c!gdur,e~ q...et:to$o$not ~ore than three





“3.’, ‘s’b”lut”iori::~~t-he “kt~i~.ei,.set of’,s,imultaneous equations’
bY the, ,mlqt.hodsof ,the-,-@~r.ixC~L,CUIUS. . ~~ : :
, .. ,,.
-..,..,,’:.:. .;... -: ----- .-,-?.!,. .. . . J.
.Ja..-.
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IrI order to demonstrate$he”.’-iinri~rn which the calcula- l
tions may be carried out,
...!......
the following numerical examples ..-
are worked out: *,., -- ..-....... ...... -..-. —
-, ‘~<
....... “..,
1. Curved bean with ~th its end aectfons rigidly fixed.
The load i%;~a concentrated .fokce.
.—
2. Egg-shape ring wi.”ttisymmetkic concentrated loads
.—_
3. Ci.r~cular.’’ringw~ith anti symmetric cancen%&ated loads






4. Same with” V_bra.ces incorporated in the ring
5. Xgg-ehape ring with antfsymmetric concentrated loada
and shear flow (torsion of the fuselage)
6. Same wi~lr:V-braces f~corporated in the ring.; I
_-
-. ----1
The results of these calculat$o~s are checked, whenever .
possible, by calculations, carried out according to known ‘
methods of analys$~a .~he agreement isfound to be good.
.,
The amount of, work:necessary+ f”or the solution of’rin& .
h
problems by the ~ethod~,d~scribedini the.pres~nt report ik’ .
practically independent of the degree Of.redundancy of thu ‘“’ v
structure . For this reason the methods are recommended for
use particularly in ‘p~ohlems.of rings having one ‘or more. in-
ternal braoing elements..::,. . , ,..:,..~., ! : “. ,0 (.+ T --.*,,*j —
,,.+, ,.,.:-,,,.,”. . .. ., :.,.,..,.. .
..’l
. $,+(...! ;
.,JNT,RODUCZ!ION - : .—
....
.’..
,.. ....... ...?. ...{ /.:.?:-. >; —
,.., ., :.. ..
. .>.>. ..,,:.,.. r,“--..”:,..,.
“’Themeth~dg and thq fo~m~?las ’””usedin th~;’analysfs of ‘ .
monocoquo aircraft structures have been developed almost in-
variably for: c,yltnders, o,f circular,,;.;or.$cls$lbl$’’til”liptic, l
cross s’ec!t;ionan,d-of uniform me’chain..htialp&:op-ei~’ti’~s.”.‘yet$ in
actua,l aircraft’ such ,structural: e.lem’emts‘a.re4,.&e”ld”6m,’if– ever, : v
found. .~nf’ortuaat~ly,: the ,direct m.eAho&s”Wf an-a~:yfji”sare
little su;ited to cope with,f,p”r;obk~,h~inb?olva.ng~’~oh’pltixcroes-
sectional shapes, irregular dfstributi.on of reinforcing ele-
ment),sj,concent.rate& lo,adm:, and’.cut-’ou”ts,:7.Z.t“~”sbe”lie.%ed
.-
that the indirect methods r,ecknt.%ynad?rkn”tikdby Hardy Cross,
and particularly by R. V. so~thwel~, (references I and 2)
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~ The.fundamental jtistlf,ieation! fpr.th.is,indirect approach
lies in the comparat iv.e”+bes,e.w+th wh-ich strekse~ in a com-
I15X structure -caa tie-z.alc~l~k.ed L.!.I”;*hey arp caused- by.”8oge.
d st ipulated simpl”E dis”placa”ment,.wh!tle the d.etekfi~nation of ,
the stresses and” d.isplaceu~nts catised by”:kriown,exXernal loads ‘
is often very d.ifficult ;,’o~: even inyossiblei The-calculation --- ~
of the stresses ifi‘a small .’unit of the structure correspond in&’. .
to given displacements is known. as the ‘iunit pro blem’~.’in~;..~‘ -
Southwellt s relaxaiioh method.. .In this method the -individual -
displacements iavo~~ed -ia.thb’unit ‘~ddblem$- a?$:e,~.-c%bbined.;by a
trial-and-error procedure until a displacement pattern of the
entire structud b.ta””found” that: cbi~espofids to’:an equiltbyium
of the internal stresses and the.:ekternal lo~d’s over the en-” .“
tire structure ;.... :’- .“ “. . ‘“”..: ‘ “.: .. .
,.:.,. ..-,.,..’ ‘- .,. ,., .. -.-—,. .
In parts I-A.tiliII (references 3 &d 4) .ofthe present in-
vestigat$dfi a convenient unit problem ”was devi$ iadand solved “f-’..‘
for thepurpdseof .~alculating the stresses in sheet =anrl- “ : -’.:..”
stringer combinatioii$i Furthermore, ‘a’systematic procedure. of: :“
combining the individtz&.l-b-pe?attond was developed. which re~;”‘-~!:””:‘
suits in a rapid apprbach”to the actual state of distortions ,’ .
caused by the known- loads &ctiing upon the sbructure. ~h~; ..;.:
stresses calculated by thi~ procedure were. found..tb~be ~n~ “: ‘“
4 reasonable agreement-with those .mea$ured”. in experiments~ , 7 \ ‘
. .
.-::
In the present report the indirect method is applied to
a
the calculation of the. bezid$fig””m~meats in rings (frame’$) upon
which known external loads ar$~aoting~. It 1s planned:,to .dis- , “
Cusfi in the future !the stresa,:ppoblem+of monocbqub fu461ages ,
which are combinat$~~s of .ri@gs and Istiffened ,ctirved panelsi ~
., ......- ,,.- .
-., ,.r-. . .r ,, L___ J:.~-
In the course if the present .$n~~s~igat~o;s.”~t;”was :found~-;
that the calculations necessary for the solution of the unit
problems are rather qzaboriows .-:Tor tb:s. neason-,the solution.:
was worked out. nume~ica13y,- a3@,,-the~~aiilts are pf’aqented in :‘ :.,’-.
graphs and tables iq.pafit3~ (?refetenc6’5.); :.lfar~ovar; tt ‘“ ‘-. -
l turned out that in ma~y ring problems $.t is difficult to pre-
dict .ttie.m~$t’likely displdeetient patterns ,and ‘the “order of..’:
magnitu&e-. o5” the -di@lacement:s. This. $actr was .n-ot-afi%ict~’~-.’~~“:-
V patedati. the-begtmntng,. csf the~.yresent tnvestigat~ion$ &inee izi?~’
the earlier work tt was found that the displacements of rein-
forced panels could he predicted w$th a reasonable degree of
accuracy. It appears that with r$n~g ‘the difficulty lies in
visualizing the amounts of rotation of the end sections of
the individual arcs, and to some extent the tangential dis-
placement-w, ‘whfle:.iti.is-:.possibleto- an~icipa%e’compar~tf+~l$~’
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interaction betiwee’n-rotations., tangential ‘displacements, and *
radial displacements is very: st;rong,:”’and ‘the””ftnal bending , !
moments, she’ar’forces , and; n’~rm~l forcee In the sections are
often the ,ernall‘differences ~of’lar’ge:;value s.catised by the in- .. &
dividual digtdr’tifons. Unfortunately, ’tihe.Southwell procedure.. ,
becomes ‘very’,slowly corivirgent ;.z.that‘is;,i~ yields the correct
final iesu.ltie’6illy-a’ffer.a.verY great number of individual .
operations(:.i? the”steps in the relaxation. - op.t.he.indivi~ual
displaca’m~n~~ - are undsrtakdn”flat ‘random, ,withou$”a pr’ecor!- ,
ceived p’ictufi$:”ofthe final pattern of deformab~oqs. , ,, ,1









been warked.’out:whioh:.nligfit.be;termed the ~~procq~ur~ of the . .
,..
growing unit.~1 In it the structure 1s broken up in~q..units, ....
the unit probleme are eolved, and the operations table is” set “.
up irI ~he” s&mS,manner ae;wks etigg~sted by SoVthwellt On the
other hahd)’”theeolutton of the ’stress problem, by the trial- i
and-error -~~oc~dure bf the method of. systematic relaxations . ,
ie re$la%d’!by”’a procedure involving.tbq combination.nf the
individual uliits intb unitsof increasing #i.ze. ‘The external “,
loads ar@. balWibed.thefi by iolving sots of.,two or three eirnul-.
taneous linbar.a~tiatiohs thholv~ng the= lnfluenca coefficients
of the large’’bni~s..’ !lhe”.newp~oceduz+e t$.reasonably simple
and fast , ahtha”y tie eeezi~fborn:the .numarlcall examples ,contafned
in the body of the paper,
).$’:.:. .,,:,!’2..:.. ., !., . ;,3.:..
Fi’ns,13Y.i;the” examples: pr~;en~ed:.in this repb~t””’.w&r.%’’,&bo~o~.,;.
calculaied>%y .~otisidePin& the Be-called opebatl~s table,’mf -.
the SotitbWell~meth&& as’a set of simultaneous O.inear equations-;
and solvln~.it~’’b~’%le use” b~’th.e’mat’rix:calculizs. In thejap-. ;l.
pendix a ,simple explanation is given of the matrix calcula-
tions ?OceeS&+y !foi th8’.bbltit-i0b.~””’”.‘. .,,:~ ,., .-




For t%e}iinde~standi’ng o“fttfie’;preW&h~:r’epbrt famili’itrity
with the S;ou%hwellanil’the Il&r”iiyt%o:sb”mbt~od’s’, or with ‘part-~
I and II $% t~ie~i~veet~’gat~~rfi).~’~”.“~t req~fred~. f
.. ... (-:)<’ ,; ‘.:,.:“: !4: *’:“+.: ‘:; .. “1.: “ ,:~
Th’1’k‘inv’&stigat~bn, ~,_c.bndticted a~.,%he Polyt.bchnic-.Imstitute .
of Brooklyn!,.+%@xe-:sponsorda by’ an’d cand.u’e’tedwit W: the financial
as~ie%hnc”$s’.’of ‘Mfe: N&”tzi.%ha’l.%d@i6’bry;ODhtil’ttee f;or:Aeronaatica, ‘
..,-L,j-.y,:,
...- &,:.?:..JV.:*P:,). ~, #.,,<$ : ,.}’~.,.. ,:: :.,,
.,
. ... ..- . ,f,,....’,’. $ :,=,+::..
.., ,-,#’..*---- r, :.,
-: _,.,; ,
-; J~> !”:; .~y”~BoL~ ~f$~.. ; ! :*& “;;:; .. . .
-’ :’ 1’?” , .1 :., . . .. : # “,,, ., . .,,
.: :..,.. !) :.’.’’...
-.. ; .,, .,. . . :,+ :,”..,,
#“’-
1 ,.




crks’’~~%’echional anea ‘@f:.bar.; o,th’h point! O.L+a.,~ing; , or












? A* eff ect ive shear area (.-based.on. tension)
a lever arm of shear flow
4
a, b, c, a, e, f, g matrix coefficients. ;“i
B, C, D, E .,‘. ,.‘.-..“ .,.-.,:Points on a ring ‘-. ~ ~ . .
E Youngl s modulus of elasticity
G shear modulus
I moment of inertia of cross section; or’’iden%ity matrix
d matrix coefficient ... ,b-->.: -----.--.:.. .
L developed length, of ring segment. .
. ..
-----
M bending moment; or a matrix
,. .,
N: end moment reacting on bar or on constraint
.
q’..’, slieqr flow acting along bar
*
R .,,:.~~ri,d”r~di.alreaction-acting orb bar or oti–’constraint
~.’
l
r“ ,,- r~adiqs of-curvature of a ring seggent
,.-
-“
T en:d’“t-angeqt~i-a”lreaction acting on’har OF Ori“coristrainf”:





u“ displac’em”ent ‘0~”~“~d~int.’~in”tangential direction. I
“..’ ,, .,.,:. ,, ..-.
v ‘displ.acernent”of h:‘p’dirit-,ln”radial ,direction
-, .,.< ,
s ,, .. .
v“ she’ar f’orce actiri~ on”’“a cross section
.;.... ..8-,





X,y rectangular coordinate; or an unknb”w”ri‘q&m”;~t~’ ‘“-
~->.”,-
‘2 an unkn-own quanifty=’”
. .





K = 1 -1-(p=/?) [(1/f )’+’~~j “ ‘.: “ . ‘.” : ,.: ,“il,,: ,,; ,,.
A 1








Tho symbols used to’”deno”te“i~flu~nce; cheff:icieht~ ‘are de
fined in the following manner:, .
.:.,
‘... ..,. . . .,
Tho term (m) stands for the force 9r.rnomOnt a caused
by a unit movern&~~:~ri th”e d“~rectio~”’of b (wh$bh dlree~ton
is that, of the force R or T, orlof the,~oment ~1}. Thus ~
(~n) is the moment due to a unit rotation; while’ (t-r) is the
tangept~.~}tf~cce ~risi~g from a,unit ra~ial+dis:placqment .
1’urth6~i””{o:dl”st’in~”~sh th”e’reaction+ at the fixed end from ‘“
those at the movallgfiynd thesubseript8. ~,, and ~ are om- ..
ployed. Consequently t“nfi’)ris the moment ariiing at the fixed
en,$,.of..tbeGurved ,bq~ja~.<,a.result of.a_unit >aCgcnt.fal dig— ;
p~acement ‘of the movable end, wliile (.tt~l~:stands fqr the tan–
gential foroe at the novable end due to a unit tangential dis-
placement of that end. ..... . ......
The, rnomeqtr:ra#i@~ ,force,
..”,
and:t~?gentia; ,f.orce ca%.aed by.
a constant shear flow are denot-ed”by the symbols nq, rq, and
tq$ respectiyel~~ -The’v&lues are:v.a.$id for the end of the “
bar toward which the shear flows. At the opposite end the
reactions considered he.re,ar,e,Rcting. fr.om”the sup~ort,tupon the
curved bar.
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2 square cross section which may be thought of as””a~-assembly
of two cantilever quarter circular beams AB and AC joined
rigidly at point E;. $As .ea:ohof.,:the,two, cur~.e:~:<~.cams.could
i support by itself the 100 pounit &qad .app,~~q+:a~,;A’,..
SLthe.-d.i8_l!:
tri.bution of the load to the two beams cannot he determined’ ‘:~
by the laws of stat,fcs,a~one~; ,-.Theprob,lern,is three times re-
dundant, since the unknown stres~es $n the cr’oss section at
A add up, in ~qne~al, to a~ unknown normal.,force, an unknown
shear force, and an unknown mome+~.;.lh the “plane of the circles.
There cannot be any force and momeht ’~e.iul.tant$ perpendicular.
to the plane, since the external l~ad acts in the plane of the
curved beam. ,. -.* ,,
.,,
-. ‘..
The problem of the load distribution can”~e solved only
by taking into account the deformations of the structure.
This can’b”e-iibne “convenien’t,ly if;th,e ,structure is cons,$dered
cut at A and the deformations of each quarter-circl’e” “are .
calculated i.hdependa~t.ly.. Wh~n[t.hese..calqu.Aa~i-pns are com-
pleted, the ‘continuity of the actual s~rfzc”tizr’ecan be re-es--
tablishea without difficulty through @ pr’oper choice of the
unknown momen’t”and forces~in: ~e.ct.ion”.,&,+ =s will be shown
later.
. .,, ,., ! : ,.: .-;
:,. “ ,,, ; -:..:..,,.-
.. J:.: “.
4 The st.rub%kr-%’is,:bro”lt-enuy :i.nto”t.wo@$ni.t:s,;n.~n.ql.y,the,
quarter circles AB and AC?. The ugit pr.able,n.co.n,s$sts.i&
finding the tangential (normal) force T, “ ‘the i~tlia~ (shear)
force R, an@ the moment ‘;N :(see fig. 2) unher. the action
of which the frde::efi~”p-oint kA ~tifthe unit uncle goes any pre-
scribed Ciisplacement u in the x direction, ~ in the y
direction, and any prescribed rotation w, which latter is
considered positive if it is”. &ounterclackwt8e like ,w.,:-The
unit proble~-~an be solved.~est l)y..calculating first u, v,
arid w C&USe&’-bY unknotin for&e5’- T: and:~R, :“:en-dlas’ttinknown,
moment N, and determining the unknowns afterwards so as to
? obtairi-’the pfeseribed values.:of~j$~e d$Epzagements-&qflJ-~h9 r~-
tation. Ih c~h.fofmity with,atanfia~a practice~~~$~~s.iona~” and”
shearing defo~mattons will be, neg~ected, singq,~h~~-a~e~rnurdh
w
smaller than the bending deformations.
..-.., ...-.
. :~. .1 ..
The bending moment M ca’:sed by T, R, and N in a se=
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. . .




(r/lZI) [(m/2)”- )1) Tr,+ I@ + (m/2)I?
(3)
,., ,, .. . -
Whan::the infinitesimal element of the beam at cp under–
goes e:,,r.o.tation dw , point A is displaced on infinitesimal
distance du in the x’ direction, where
du = r(2— COS Cf )dw
With E fixed, the toatl displacement ~A
the x direction becomes. .,.!.
... :;. .. ..-
-..
.




‘UA = du ~ -(r;~~%~’)‘“ ‘ M(l-
. ..
0 ,. 0\,
Substitution and inte”grat’ion gives
(0’ ‘;
. .
of point A in
—-
.
When .the,l~fin’ltes,i.’~ale~ement .of the beam at q under-
goes: an infinitesimal roljatton dw, point A is displaced an











VA = dv = (r2/EI) M sinqdq
0... ., 0
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b and
,
.{:‘~ ‘“ &’/~I) ‘~1j2) ‘~r :.* (n~4) :Rr‘~~IT} ;~ -‘< (7). .... . .... ,, . . ,“. ” —
.. ,, ..., .,. .,Z..”“--- ,.-.. ‘z.-
,.
,- The task cd~ det’sr.~~~i.ri~t,he,di sp~iic.q.rneni~sof ‘the :end “
section A cau se’d b“y‘the’fbr c“e.i ,!!2.. .a.nd R amd %lie’‘mom.ent
N ,has thus been completed. l?he “problem must now be inverted,
and the values of T.,.R,.;~apd,.~~:~.rnu.stbe calculated that
cauke~,prescrib~a” distortions” uA, vA, a’nd ~A. This calcula-
tion can be carried out, .b:y..solving the thrbd.:’s.i%ultaneous
equtilons (3)-; (5), an”d”‘(7) for the unknowns T, R, and N
when the values: of uA3 VA~l::and. ~’A: are given. In computa-
,,
ti’bns that follow,.l$ter in t~~s repor5 it will “tiefound con-
venient to have the solutions of three unit prbob~qms charac-
terized by the following groups a-fprescribed di$t”orkions:
,,






..’,.,..:,,+:. .,-... ‘.,-,’”.‘. 1
(b) UA = O
.
vA=l “wA””-=O
(c) :A:= O 7?& .=j~.,--wA=l.;’” ,,d ‘;”>,;..> $~.; ,:,,” i’”“’i”..”. . ,.. ,-—. ..: ..-. ..”.... ... . . .. .. . ,. .,. :.-.... -
‘I!”he’num’eral~””
,----- ..
l:-,den.otie:u’fiit’stn’a”ny con~enient and consistent
% system of distances and angles. .,. i ~
> ,- ....
.,- .;: .-----
The solution’ ”ofre~uations (3), .(5).,=and (7) corre=iyond=ng
to values., qf:~.h,e‘,disfortions is “
.. .. -




Whe”n values (b) app’ly,’”thesolution is -.
T = -39.37 (EI/r3) R = 42.87 (EI~r3) N=
-,i,..
-:.-g,:.~-;: .. ,: ;
:=13.OZ (ET/#-);, ,’..:----.
.,
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unit dii;place~ent In the tangential (t) ~irection; influence
coefficient tr is the t~pgential fortie -cauwed< by a unit
displacement ‘In::theradial”’(r) direction; Gi denotes the
radial force 1? caused by a unit rotation (in the n direc-
tion); and so forth. With this notatinnthe solution pf. the




~t,,=42087-(EI/r3) ‘“ ~r = -39.37 (EI/rs~’- tn = 9.484 (Er~ra)
+ ... .-. .. ..-,b-..!
.
n
~r =’;,-42.E17(lll/rG) rn =
-13.03 (EI~ra) ~n = 5.449’(EI/r) (8)
1...
.-
Influence. coeffi’cibnts r~, ~t, ~r., ~re, n’ot listed. Tho rea-
Bon: $.or the omis’sion lice in the ‘&a”~aIities
x
-
rlr = rn, ...(9)
.,.
. .. ,_.. g ..2- . .
ThL’?Gal~’~~~>’of equations (9) follows. directly from thk expres-
sions
7
ivep ea~lier as the eolutions of equations (3), (5),
and (’ .
.,.
The numerical values of,~~,:j.nfluence coefficients will
now be cc]mputed” for the exa~pl-e~’at hand. The moment of iner-




= (1/2j4/12 =’tY.:GO~2~:~n~c&. ;.j~’”
-.
With beam AB , .. ... :!f! ti~.. “,.
,.
. . . .
~j’.






f-i? = 2340 pounds per inch ~r =’ 7
“.~l:.:,.,;.+;,“: -













With beam AC it ii ‘convenient to assumq $tQe,positive
senses of the ,tangqgti:~l;fqr,ce,, nad’i”a’i‘porqe,,~’~~’~~the moment
as -E&own in fi“gtlz+~e.,.3”,I T@..~p:~e”Lt’iti&d%naes o~,.th’.d’zdisplacements
and- thb r“otat ion corf,a.s’p-rqn.dcto thbde”~+of the””forces and the
NACA. !i!NNO. .998”.-’. 11
,, I,. .? ~.,.r :
r-n,=–1.77’7:younds per rad~ia’h‘~:~”:~n” =
J
14’,850 inch-pounds per
,. .,”- ,-../.k’adian :‘. ~.
:.,y*,- ..-..::. ~r .
.
,., ,,. . -.. .:,1,:.,,., .:The. O,peratio.ps l!~ble ,.,,
., ,....,. .. .....
....-.= . . . .
It, is.~ossi.bl-e:.a?~:t.?.c.onsi,der,the e,ffec,t o,fdlsylac.ing
point A upon th-e:pprn~lete ,stxuc,ture. :S.ince,“in,the com~l-et: ,
structure there is no cut t’h”r.o”u.ghthe cur-ved”’beam at point ,
end point A of beam AC is always displaced in the same “: ;
direct ion .a,n’dtthr.ough the .sarnqd.i,~~ance as .\,s..e.nd.J2c.int A of
beam AB. A simple ‘funit operation k i’s‘aef~ne~ as”‘a”.”uni~dis-
placement in the direction :of one, o,f.$,-he<.tbre.ed.isy~acement
coordinates (tang entialj .rad~~l~l rot,ationaz’).~h,~,l-e;tJheother
two displacements are held unchanged’. The force’s “and the mo-
ment caused at point A during any unit operation can be
.
eas.i.lycalicaxla.te.~ with the..~i:d~:of.t-t.hq.\.nf+u~en.c,e c.oe~.f-icieats
given in the preceding article. -
-....-.... ,. :
* In order to displace point A 1 inch in the tangential
direct ion and ,$inthe pqsit ~.ve se.n,~e.,indi:.c.@9,1,f.n,;figure. 2s
the following forces an’d’ mome~t-’”have to be app~ied to- ~“oint
A of bar AB: . ... L.
~i,..,>. ,,. . .- SL.:-...,c ..1.. ..-
. ..-. . . .
.- ,.




In a similar manner the forces and moments can be calc~-’”
lated th,at.,.are.-necessary .t,~d,$splace end point A .:.Qf beam AC
1 inch in the t&ngenti-al direction;’ It is advantageous. to
a~opt the, sage ~,sign,.con~.~nti~,n,. forthe forces and .moment,s.a-t,,.
l A. independently of whether they ’are derived from” bqam ‘.~~ or
AC . If the sign convention of figuFe 2 is used, the pdsitive -
s
unit tangential -displ,aeemeqt, of. pp%~t A of beam AB corre-
sponds to a negai~”ve uriit tangential displacement of pbint A
of beam AC in the system of coordinates shown in figur,e 3.
Moreover
. .
.. --,.,-. ., .’\..TA; = :i~B:’:” “- ““tiAc = ~~~ ~ - ;-: ““”’ti~” i -NAB
,.!;”. ...’. -., ...#-..f , .? .J. , >+ ., !. .,-.. . . .
where .the:.su~scri,pt ,;’~.AC~..r e~&rs ,to @earq”.:“’AG and. ~he ,c’oordi-’”.
nate system of f~gGre..3i avd su~sGP$Pt. .;AB to .!?i%’ .AB and
.....3 .... ;. -.../..,T ..“.:;?‘.;> .,.,.,. -“i.‘.’‘ :-. ..-.;: ::i---- -,. .-
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the coordinate system of figure 2. Hence th6 following forcee
s
and moments are ,,necessady in order to cause poimt’ A of beam
AC to displacd ’1 inch to the right: k
.,
T !, 292.5 pounds K = 268:5 pounds N “= 1292 inch-pounds
Altogether, the following forces need be applied to point
A to displace it (and consequently the ends of both bars AB
and AC) 1 Inch t? the right:
*T”= 2632.5 pounds R = -1877.5 pounds N = 6462 inch-pounds
The effect o>’a unit displacement in th:e positive radial









x2146 pO-Un& ,R,s.2340 pounds. N = -7110”~nch-Pounds
,,, -..
,’
Wit~ the ‘*y~te’rnof c“oord.iaatee’of’,figu~e 2 the forces, ’an~’the










positive N direction through an angle equal to a radian, the
followin~; forces and moment must be appls~d :tojJ6f’nti=”A of
bar AB: ... .-:.,.s.-..,,
,,.,..”.: ,., , -
,,- ,,./ !:,.,. .
T = 5170 po:?ds R =-7110 po~nds 1$,=“29$700”f$ch&&~de
. .
“1!; :., ,, ., .,.,,’.. -




same rotation” “- :., ,.!
*
, .. . . .
.-.”: “
,).,,: ..) ..-
*,, . . . .‘1.
.T
.
=,’~292 PO,U;ild&.“a =.14,8.50 “in~$~~ou;”d.g= 1777 pound’s:.,N .-
., . .-
. , .,’ 7.——’ ‘“”-”,. .. ’.’,;,.’,.:’., —..t:“ :.








It might be mentioned ~hat”’’a~llthe value~ just ca~$ul~te~
are flc,~.iti”ousin the sense that they would.,be. ~~e::actual”:v~~y
ues of tho forces and mopents -only” ifltpb +imit qf pti6portion-
alit&Q~2the “materia”~ wer,e,h,i,glzeTtlian“the stresses caused by
,. ..,. .#,
“.,!





The structure in its original, nondistorted form and the
external load are thus in equilibrium, as long as the clamp
s and the wall are there. It is the purpose of the !trelaxation
procedurell tQ transfer the load from the IIconstraint sit- that
is, from the wall and the clamping device _ to the curved
beam in a number of successive operat~ons during the course
of which the beam gradually assumes its final distorted shape”g””-
A record of the individual operations is kept in the so-called
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,. .,, . .
In thi~f~rst ,ro~~”o$ ~li~ rblaxatiori”’table the external
loads are ~tgtedi In the present example the only external
load is the 100-poun,d.-l~ad,;whicliacts in ;th.enegat’ive r~d’I-al
direction if,” as before,
,.
the sign conventfori of figure 2 is
adoptetl . Inspeatfon of the operatton~ table reveals that op-
eration 2 is beet suited for balancing the vertical load.
Consequently, the ~lampfn,g device fS loosened in a manner to
permit .a..vertical translation of section A without allowing
It to translate horizontally or to ro$ate. Since, accordiz?g
to the operations ;table, l-inch displacement upward would
cause ‘“avertical ‘downward force of 2632.5 poum~s to act fxk
the structure upo,,n,$,~e clamping device, a ~.o.~pw~~d‘.(negatl.T:&)
displ~oornent y =,~70Q/(-~G3~,e5) = -0.038 inch.: .@u.st”beunder-
taken. The seobn~.fl~~~wof the relsixat$on”~~ble in now filled
in-with the values of the Beconfl rQw of the operations ,table
multiplied by (-0.038). It may be seen tl+at:opedab.fon ‘Just .
undertaken: ,.namel,y.,,,t$e ,vertical d’ownwfix$ d$:spl,acemen%:of ,,
Q..,4l38’.!in6h,.caused t:he,curved! tb’eag’,’to.exe’~$..upomthe ‘Won-” .
sttratin%~%:“k~dbtloal.,~-~w.a.rdf,orbe.”dk 1’00 p.’ound.e;.,:.Thls~o~c’s:
bala.nc’b’t~’k’ti~:’~ppli,qdc$o~d,..’~” “’,; .~. , .?..:t:,qti?,.:,,~.:;
:Y “:::’’~.’ ‘ ,., , .- ,.:., ! ,., . . .
Unf’oftuAai Aly, ‘hAwevert the displacement also cau6ed
the curved beam to exe~.t upon the const~.aint a horizontal
force of 71 mounds to the,ileft~ca~m”d”.aclockwise moment of
202 inch-pou;ds. Thus, the ‘vertic~l forces ~re” -bdlaticdd;,--b,y-tl,
a new unbalanced. h.o~i.~p,ptali”f,a.~e~la~a a n.?w unhahircb”d ?iom?p~
are .in*rotlUc&@. “~j~e. e~,~t~m,;taftcou’rse,’is. in equi~lbritih, ;:- ~’~
since .the~lam~’fkg. de~$ce. and fli~~fifg~,~,,~~~l,.-that;.tti~;’’+he
constiraitit - tk~s’care af the.’hdri~o~ta\”~.~Q:r,oeand Of:tfie ~o~~,:
ment . The @urpbse, .Of the ,rel@ti”dtf’on:$.~,qce~u.r,e, howev.er,~t~i.s,
to approaoh gradually a :state of:iiiitdr’tiion~.in whicliarti~i- .
cial constraints are not..needeti ~or’.equilib~~ium. It i’a lDL”
perative, there foie, to balance out the new’ unbalanced force
and moment , However, before any further $teps are undertaken,
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The unbalances are the algebraic sums of corresponding
values in rows 1 and 2. They are llsted in row 3, under the
dashed line. !l?hequestion arises now whether T or E
should-be balanced first. Because it 1S expe-cted ‘that:.thb”‘::
final distorted shape of the structure will lnvolv8 cons~dpr-
a%le horizontal and vertical translations of sectio$ A,[ ‘but
only a slight rotation, It is-advantageous to concentrate
firet on-the cancellation of. the unbalanced forces rather
t-ban of the moment. For this reason,
dertaken.
opueratlon 1 is now un-
The clamping device is again loosened, but now in
su’ch a manner as to permit a horizontal displacement, but at
the same time to disallow any vertical translation and rota-
tion. The ensuing horizontal motion will come to a stop when
u & 71/(-2632.5) = -0.027 Inch. Multiplication of the valu&’s-
llsted” in the first row of the operations table by -0.027 a4d2-
subtraction yields the remaining unbalanced, or ‘residual,ll
quantities-r6corded in the fifth row of the relaxation table.
,.,
...
Aai”ordiig to the fifth row there ’are no horizontal un-
balancefitiorc,es acting now up-on the constraint, but an unbal-
anced v~>%tlcal force of -51 pound appears again. which is ac-
companii>d by an unbalanced moment of -2’7 ~neh-pound. Con~e- “’
quent~l~~~.the .tw.odi-splacemebts un-dertaken succeeded in reduc~ .,
ing-the.:unbalanced vertical force to 51 percentof Atti i.nl.tfal
value, but only at the expense of introducing an unbalanced .
moment &.t-the same time. The relaxation must be coitlnued,
therefor%, until all the residual quantities become small .
enough t’o b,e neglected in engineering calculations.
.....
,-
Zhel o~amping de’vice’.~s ‘tightened and loosened again suc-
cessively, but always in a manner to permit only one sing},? ,,.,,
type of motion at a time. The effect of these notio%s upbn “’ .
the forces and moment is calculated in the relaxqtlon table. ..-.
After Dine operations the reeidual forces are T = -5 pound.,
R=O,N = 31 inch-pounds. It is thought that now it is:time ”’”””
to permit sectton A to rbtate, Thus, operation 3 is under-
taken and recorded. This is followed, by one more operatfonp~, -
and again operation’~,’ after which the .residuale are small .:-
enough to.,be neglected.. ..,.
,,
Because of the great number’”o’f-arithmetic operations in-
volved in the preceding calculation,~,.,it’ is-well-to check the
results.
-A.repetition bf:all the computations would, be very
time consuming. Fortunately$ this is-unnece’ssar~”-since a
muoh slrnpler checli’”isavailable. The sum of all the vertical
displacements can be obtained by simple algebraic addition;





., t. a ~:nz





.Utot = -0.0551$, inch!.d~-.~~; ..’..
~,,.
~-,+~.%’”.....







.. . . . .-
,-. . --- --- ,
‘The forces and the mofieu?icaused ..~~eaek--onofof thsse total”---
distorfioiig cari’~e-~~tained by multiplying the corresponding.
row in the operations table. ‘l?her~~ltiee computed are entered
in the IIcheck ta%le.’~ The algebraic .q~q.of each column of
the cheek table r’epresentii”’the’’f.’rialalresidual quantities. ‘“
. .
For the present examp”le”these calculations are carried
out in table 3. In the alsence of errors the residual quanti-
ties -of the last row of the check table should be identical
with the- residuals listed in the last row of the relaxation
table-. This %s. obviously not the case with the present exam-
ule. - . ..
2: -..,.- - ~.-.. ... . . . .
.. . Q *&ble..3..- Checkl ’able “
-..-., .... .. -
~,
.. .. . ... .“-----------—
* <H
,4 ,+. * J! .. .+, +-..,




Zxternal “f~rce 0-- ‘ .:-iQ.O.’‘ ~ : ‘o
u =-_-o.055-1’4’inch-,:.. ; 145, . ,.:-~(-j4-:.’ ‘-356
v=
-:-1.41<”. ““-Ooo7rj%8’-inch:.:’: ;:.. ;8., “198 ,-”-- .;’”‘-:401






.,. ..’:.’-,’::+. .“.,. . .- <.
.. ..-.
.,,,,
~ortunatel~~ ~~~r;~’is no ne”eirfor ‘hunting foi””err”b:rs.’””‘- -
Instead of dolng”kO’~L a’n”ew set of relaxat% oni can-be carried
out starting out from the residuals of the check table as
the given external. ~o~ding~. :.Table4, the second relaxationk
table, presents the Be calculations. It may”be seen that after
only five operations t,he residuals are reduced to 1 percent of

























Table 4.- %c.vd. ,R.alaxation Table .“. e
,., ..-






Tli(iseresults a~~!~ow checked’~ln the second.,~~~ k table
(table 5.). !The resi.d~ai.s of thfs are substan:t~fi~l~:.he sam~v
as thokgl of the second relaxation table. The; a3J@@:’devia -
tions can be explained’ by -the inac;cu.r,acy of.,~,jld,~r:@p.,,~alcti-V
lations, and by the omi ssion of fractions of pounds” ‘a”hdi’mch~’
pounds in all the tables. :~ ,’::~[:~ ,.,
The fact that! ‘e.~.ro~k“’ne’ad’‘not’be trace,d bq.t,c,an~be..elim-
inated in a few additional -qper~tfon’s,’is qo~~ider~~~,tb~~:of







4. ::’:0.T%7~p$,’. 1...: ,., *<$
Table 5.- “:’’’’?57?sbcon~.t~heck’~a.%,ie, ,.,,. ,>rd,..4
‘t.-,,>:‘ , ,, :“~’i‘x ;1,}~,:~.
.Ja.i’j... -..,,,,,
(;b) (;b) (in. -lb)
6.
v
External force o -1oo 0
u= -0.05362 inch 141 -101 346
v= -0,07984 inch
-150 210 -426
w = -0.001776 radian 11 -9 79
Residuals 2 0 -1
19
4 The opera i’tohs, tabl’a .re.p~b~ents“h s~:t..of.:linear equations .
It is easy to vefif~:khat~ able. 1 ‘cafibe~~-~~rltten’in the form’
..
. “. .-. “:‘ .\. ”:c..,. .. ~~-.“-.
,, 1 .. .
..
i...~-,..:---~,i~








1877.5 u - 2632.5 v + 5333 W + ~“= O
.: .(13)
-6462 U -I-5333 V - 44,5$0 w:’+ N, =“::4,. .. ,.
~
.
where us V.’W are the unkno~n’ di spl”adement”s’:a’hd’’r~~~ti”~~j<
respectively, of section A; and T, R, N ,are.t.~p @~en.q~-
ternal forces and moment, respectively. ifi~H”~h&””v&lue~ ~f-
the external loads of the present example, equations (13) be-
These equations can be solved directly. ‘“The s~lution Is
.
.




Substitution in equations (14)” shows that the acEii5acy is
better than 1 percent. The .agreement. of this rigo&6as::s6lu-
tion with the results obtained in the relaxation procedure is
also good. .. ... . . ...
\
It mlg~t be argued that there is,,no,need for the relaxa-
tion procedufe if the simultaneous squations represented in
s the operations table can be solved directly without difficulty.
This argument is justified as far as the present example is
concerned. In many other, more complex problems, however,
when the number of simultaneous equations :ixivolvbd ‘is very
large, the relaxation procedure may represent the quicker and
easier solu$~o~. , ,-.;,.ri~,<:,:. ~, ... ,=:;-..~~j..-.:. , _
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Calcul:ati’o’n’:o.fthe, Bending ‘Mament s.-..j.,, w
TH 6 -~be’tidi;ri’gmcimen~t in ‘eection.:A.can ;be eagi.ly qalair-
Itited :w”i!tli“the-‘tifd’”’of’the ,lnfluence ,ceef.f’iciente of btar A? JT
.... ?
given in equati.oas .(11), or those of bar AC given in equa—
tions (12). If the distortions listed in equations (15) are
used, the following bending moment ,NA is obtained for sec -
tion A of beam A3;






= ~0,0~&3 x. 517.0 + 0,:0785 X 71.10 -, 0.0~193 X 29, 700
,,,
,,,’
.,,,.,).,. .,. .. :.,
= 235.4 lnohdpo,u4ds ‘., . , ; , $C?(>,. ,.






If the displacement u and the rotation w are attribute ~”’ “’
positive signs ~n=o~.d.:r,t,o,comply. with the sign convention of
figure 3 and equations (12), the ‘fo~lowi ng’expri”ssion is ob-




NA = 0.0513 X 1292 +’0eti78ti’x”’177~”’+-”’0~00193“X ‘14,850
= 234.4,.~ngh7pouqds., ,.,, .
..
,.:,;: “., ,-*. .,-.,,,
: The!ti@~;valuee differ .~y<l?~s thqn,,l percent. .Tbe,dl,fz
fereace is considered permissible since the calculations were”~
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When the calculations are carried out for bar AC,
*
..;.-
‘A = 0.0513 X 292.5 + 0.0785 x 268.5 + 0.00193 X 1292 = 38.64
‘A = -o. oEi3':i """26i";6.;+-:o:o*8"5-.i;2,$2:.;5;`:-:.o.ool9s" x“177? = “-~-o,1. ., .. .. .. ....
. .q .’, ..-.:.,. -, ---- ,. ,.+
The deviat ion ‘of ttie.tiensl.1’e.for’ce obta”t~ed’ for ‘A>’-‘fr”o”m:-t-h~:t.
obtained for AC IS muc’h.less .tha~ -1 percent of tha .l~ad.
The two shear force8 add up”%o “=101.:.poundsY.inst.ead of ~the cor-




-’~he,b~ddtfig”’tidd$stit-fn.~:beam1 A3 ~ can be “ealkul”at~ f-r–oh—– “-
equation (l). In ordem :t6.ge’t coriststsnt ,res.ults, :the “-follow-
ing values are ueed in the equations:
., 4
.. ...
,:. , ... [::..,
N’ = 234:9 “,inch-po,u.n’dsT = ’38.’5po”unds ‘RA~ ~ ~60.4’’~~u~ds -
:’.. ,.,. :, ,,..,,.:..;,,-.
-e
“4. .,,. ... .
.)
- ‘AC” = q~9 :3 ‘jo:~.nd~.:-;“’,;,:,’’.,’ .’.. .,.. -~.
.. . ,.. .. ,
.! + ,y ~?_,::i






b M-= 38.5 X 10(1 - C:s q) - 60.4 x 10 sin g + 234.9
,...,,
.:+ ..:.:.,
... . .. ---
= 619.9
--..=
- 3S5 cos. cp:’~604.}$in cp‘~’
. .,—
u ..
>.?,. ~,,., ,,+,.,.. . ,- ,.,._— ,_. — -.
Similarly, the b~~ditig moi~rit ~~~~~am’-’7kG “~ie:
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analogy devel@ed by Hardy Cros6 and recently descnfbed ~fbr
the benOfit of aeronautical engineers by du Plantier (refer-
ence 8) are ,useful in the former case = that is, when,tthe
moments have to be determined in a’ closed ring without ‘inter-
nal bracings. In the publication by Lundquist and B,urke,
equations are also presented for the caee”.of a ririg’liavfng
one internal bracing element. It is believed that the pro-
cedur-es described, in $he present report will be found reasona-
bly simple even. when several internal bracing members qre in-
cor,po,rated in a frame” of arbitra,.ry~shapei. . -,.-
.. -.’
,.: .—
It will be shown in the next article how t-he rel”axat:i-on
method can ,be employed to calculate the ~end,ing ,qorne~t;sin an
“egg shape ‘Jfr”arn,eloaded sym,metirica.llywith two :eq~a’L:”~nd.‘opp-
osite forcee.’ !l?heegg sh~pe tp question is the coqbi.n.a$flo.n
of two area of circles and two etralght lines. It is believed
that the ,medfan 1$.ne of e~ery fuselage frame can .bq.,~~p.r,e.-:.:




AS the determination of the influence coefficients of
arcs of circles is a cumbersome task because of .th,efimal,.l,,d,i~=-.
ferencea of large numbers involved, tpbles and graphs of in-
. fluense noef.,~iciept:p.~laye been prepared and presegtsd for :qse
in part IV of’ t~e. pre”se’nt investigation (reference 5). This
part 17, entitled Influence Coefficients.,af .Cvrv.sd:~ar.,s-#or
Distortit)rls ~n Their Own Plafie, is ~ntended for use in future
frame ca],culatlons iq t$e sarne,mapn?r.~~ t,ab),esof t~i~oPO~ ..
metric ox’ hyperboll’c fu”n-ctions are us%d.: ,. .-’
—
It waa f~und’tb~.t ar:resUl$:”’oT‘sti~~:klenh:a”ccuracy can be
obtained by the relaxation methc~.in a reasonably, small number
cf steps only if the computer.g c~fif”m~k’e‘a-good gues’s regarding
the distor~ed shape of the etructure. Unfortunately, it is
hard to visualize the .ati’ountsof..rotat,toa:.titie .4adsz&f>&he,:tii-
dividual elements of the frame undergo. For this reason, a
eecond type of numerical approach ie presented. This uses
th5,ep6rati.ions table of ttie~-tie$aiatton;.tistho~tiizi”~s~~~bt~n~’
point and reaches the answer to the problem through @ number
of soluti~na of twoop tbrdd ‘sitiu3+&nG&us.~Iine4r “’equations.
The procedure Is denoted as the IIgrowing unitlt procedure. It
is applied to the present problem and gives substantially the
same mssu~~ts as,:tifie:fi”dlaka~fl~rimethed,’. ~’ ;
..,.,,>:,:,,L .,
,,,:”’,.,. .1, ,> .,- 5:3”. ,...,.- ,,
I’or a’t~crheckof the results’ ths;.’pfitrljlgtiwak‘also solved
by the graphic :p-roceduri ~f referenc~ 7<’ In adi$tion, the
eystem of alwltarieous eqnations r“e.@rds-e&t’edb~ *“he‘operations
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latter approach is discussed in the appendix, but the results
.
of the calculations are presented in this chapter for the pur-
pose of a comparison with” the results reached hy’the varidus ‘“
4 other methods. The agreement-is found to be good..
.“.
..
Finally, the results of oie more comparison are given.
It m~y.,,beseen from reference 5 that the influence coeffi-
bie’n~”~sC&lcp,lated’on the’ basis of inextensional deformations
dlffe”r considerably from those obtained whenthe extension~
and.~he shearing- deformations’ of the curved bars are taken,,,
ini.o ,accourit.” In’the last ‘soluti.o’n.o.f”t.he-..pr+sen~problem
th~” oper~t,i.obs table was recalculated using the ‘~inextensi.onalit
i~f.>~ence coefficients. It:t”urned out that the bending momen~t
distribution ohtaihe~’throtigh a“ matrix solutfon of this modi-,
fied operations table was practically the same. as that talc.u-..
lated earlier on the basis of the more accurate operations
table . ,.
. .
In all the” problems discussed in t’his report the cross-:
sectional “d’imqn’sionsof the ring are.consid.ered small as tom:
pared to th~ radius of curvature-of the ring.:. Conseque.ntl-y,:
the distortions of the ring elements can be calculat,~d fr~rn,..-
formulas based on the linearity of the stress distribution ““ ‘.
. rather t“ha’nfli6 hyp-ertialic law valid for curved beams. Sfmi-
la’rly. i’riprtihletis invdlvtng shear flow the lever ar-m of the
shear flow - that is, the distance of the sheet from the neu-.
\ tral axis of the ring section - is neglected.
.,:. ..
..
.’,,q::. ... ... . .. -.,,.-
Basic Data of the Egg~Shape Rink
. ..,
,“:..-.>,....... .
The dimensions” of the-ring..are, giygn iri figure”.s.
~he..=
shape of the median line is taken from. reference, 7“and can” be
obtained by drawing the two circles of 20-inch ahd’-2S-inch
radius. respectively”, with their centers 25.inches apart, and
the common tangents to thetwo cire!es:. Itf.ollows fr”om the
‘1 ‘geometry:of the figure that the anglp.,su~tendedby.,arc”, AB is
78.46°, and that subtended by arc CD iS 102.546.
a It i.s”&ssum’ed “that-the frame is.,manu~actq.re,d~,b~bending
.En,aluminum alloy I.-section to the required shape. The area
of the” I~secti.on is 0,.610::square .inc,h,its maximum, moment of
inertia 0.952 inch4. The d~formati.~ns o“f t“h.er:iri~“under the
loads depend upon the bending, extensional, an-d shearing rigid-
ities of its sectionj i:lt.Wae .,sh.o.w”nin reference 5 that the
shearing rigidity has a considerable e“ffect upon the magnitude
of’the ”infltie”n”ce.noe~.~aiqtig.o ,An ‘1..effec~iveshear area’1 A*
was, tfh%r~f’ore, .def.~ae~:t~.-.~uc:ha:panper ,that ,th$ ‘st,rhin
- ,’ .- ,
.
—-
energy in shear stored in an elern.en$; qf-t%e,.b~eam of”:afi infin-
itesimal .lbngth~””ii~,,.rj‘“could .~e c~ic.~l@@07TQI0 .$~le~si~PIS fo.:.- ..
mula ..’”~.””-~“”‘~:-” :,.,.”. ‘“”.;-- ‘.”:.-”-:~’ ~“!’“,ii.
,.,. ..,:,’,. ..
“. ,. . .
.
..!,..,..,, ,:dg;;e;r = (V2/2$A*iaL
. .
~ s the ‘“ihe,a”>~~~arc;ein the s:ectf,;on-and E
.,
where ‘“V ~~s Young ~s
modulus .,- Y.he.:~,at:~.pAV]A , where A 1’s ti:h”eactual .cross-
eect ional’ area. O:!,the ‘beam, waa denoted by ~ and may be
termed the ‘1sh~ar rigidity ..fab.tor .1’ It depends upon,. the shape
of the cr:o,es section-.~n,d the:’value of @/E , khere ($ is the
shear’ mo?nlis. .,.l~..:xe$eren.ce.6”,formulas. ~er’e developed for
the c~loulat’’ionof ,the shsar “rigid itj’fac~or for some’ repre-















In the case of the :1-s”d’ction shown in figure 5, the value
of ~ c:an be calculated from equation f.10) of reference 5.
The computation gives A* = ~A = 0.001 square %nch. It may be
noted that with the .I=.secti.onin question the effectiwe shear
area Is almost exaat:ly the arek of the web multiplied by the
ratio G/E.,. :,” . .,
. :.
.. .
In the calcul#ti’ons that follow, 3 is assumed to be
10.5 x lo~ psi. Wi%h’ this ~value EI becomes 107 pound-incho~a.
The ratio G/l! was taken :as 0.385. .1-..-: ..,.
.... . . .. ..,-.
... %!..:,
Calculation of the Influence Coefficients
Since all c“ompu.ta~ion~l work was carried out on eight
bank calculating machines, not more than eight figures were
kept in ~;he calculations.
. -.. .-
.. ,,
~, All Tbe “~kgle su%ten”ded by the arc “of circ~~ wae
denoted @ 4; reference 5. The parameter ~ was, @iecuesed
in the preceding artiqlei: In. the case of arc .AB:,~the values
are: ,. # .. .. -.
-,. ...- ...
.:.
(3= 1.3694384 radians ~ s -h*-/A= ,0.1.3~,1.058
,,r;:. ‘,.’..
The’ section-,l.eng:th‘~arame.ter Y was defined in “k~~atfo~ (18)









yhere L ii ~hs length of the arc. “The parameters and’A
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.
A = 1 + (@?/Y) - (.@a/YE) =.0,9746
* ,“. i.
The influence coefficietits are obtained as-ratios of the nu-
merator and denominator determinants. First , the denominator
is computed from equation (21a), of reference 5;.,T: . I : .
A = 0.00521084 ra
‘“i “ ~ .‘“::I = i::
mquations (21b) to (21g) of reference 5 yield the..numerators:
.......- \L.,.... :- .-.??-=,:’:
,...
. ,. ..
., ’-,.:.. . . . ...!
%
. .. +:. : .. ::.....:
‘.-.:...!“’..-
,:’”:J ~
,,Thq-~nflu&nee coefficients are now ’~bta~ned,,by division;
..
. - :,-i: ,“L! ,.
,..::- ,
.
. - + —-.
,. - z: -..:-.
“-”, -? Ii..,” ~n = *..’,..





,. . . . ‘+--I !. ;n. . .
7L.J : = Am/A = -?.”82896 (EI/~a):, . .
~n = Atn/A = 5.24054 (EI/ra)
n




~r = Atr/A = “-27.4816 (EI/r3)
J~ = Att/A = 38.0059- (EI/r3) ~ .,.
A unit displacement is assumed ‘as 10-4. inch, ‘and a unit
rotation as 10-4 radian, in order to obtain convenient numbers
in the computations. Hence the values listed must; be multi-
pli’eh by.10-4. W%th
..: .,,- ‘. “-. -.
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11/r3 = 0.125 X 104 pounds per inch “
.!..,-.:
.,1:.,.,:?,..--:,.
!. -.c :.?11?:’=:”.’ ‘!f~’.’
..
the final values of thd:)$nfluence c6&ffl’tiiente become’:- ““ ‘ :
,,,n ‘i
nn = 190.63~ inch-pounds per 10-4 radian 7
.- r.;.,~. x .,. , :*4’.:’.’.‘
rn = -19.s?’a~’:p-ouridsper10 radian




rr = 3.348.33 ~pound.s peq,,10-4 :$nch
.,*...
~r = -3 .435.2.9.,poundsger 10-4, inch






Strai.eht bar’ ‘BC.- Fo.r’the ~trai~ti~”bar simple formulas
are g~,~n in equations (25), reference 5. Symbol L waB as- “
sumed to be 0.13305785. Ae long as th~:’same value of f iu
taken consistently in the calculation of the influence coeffi -
P
ulents of any. one portion of the frap,e. i,t)-sl,of,.l,i~t~,q-impor -
tan6e’wl~ether’’8&b8~~~ the same value 1~“~’kea”for all the por-
tions. A change in E from one portion to another is equiv-
alent tc] a sllght ,vq~jqt$on in the cross =s$~t ional shape.
The different’s in!~~5’:~wo values of I given corresponds to
a change in tha..gr~ss~ sectional shape th~t;t~s well within man-
ufacturing to.lt3i’aiIce81The followin~’tla~a if the straight
bar are needed: ,G:.qi ,.
..
...= .7i
L = ~4,24949 inches. -9 u 3:8~’q14588
,,,
Equations (25) ufl-vr,e,fere.nce,5 give: . .~i
,...,
“:,:\ ;,.’ .:’7 . .. f ,!
Fn = 137.232 Inch-pounfidsper 10-4 radian 1
r
G=o
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28 liac,A T? .?Ta,
~n = 151.135 inch-pounds per 10-4 radian
n
rn = -11.~~~89,poqndsp9~ 10-4 radian
il = 5.24667 pounds ,per .10-4 radian
Fr = 1.24047 pounds,per.10-4 inch
G = -0.88929 poundsper 10-4 inch
rt = 0.8774 pound per 10-4 inch
~ 1









‘“~:The%Influen~el.C.Oeffi cients at th~. ~,},~,~d.;p~~l.,::,fl,
:fq~ . .f.t>k ... .,,P..:,-.“
. . ... .r
In the example of the preceding chapter, i“~qu’i~“bri’~d’”.~a~
to be established only at point A of figure 1$ since at the
fixed eade BandC ‘,ofthe arcs any reaction forces and
moments were available. Yor this reasoi, only point A wa8
balanced in the relaxation p.r.ocedure, and the effect of dis-
placements of point A upon the fixed ends of the arcs was
not investigated. !Che:.sit,uati;qri2s dlf%’.brent in the case of
thei frame shown in figure 5. “There three pointG A, B, and O
are displaced in the “iv~.1axat.1’~n:.p.rote.dure. Consequently, the
forces and moments caused, for example, at
l
A and c by dis-
placements of point’ D ‘ must be det,ermilied. As in the pre-
vious example, only a single motion is undertaken at a time ?
in the relaxation pr~qe,dude,,: For instance, point B iS dis-
placed radially and at the same time it is prevented from
moving tangentially and f~om rotating. Simultaneously, points
A and C are considered rigidly fixed in their positions.
The influence coefficients calculated up to this point
re-presenr the forces and. mements ,necessa~y at the point that
moves, while the other end of tihe curved or straight team Is
considered rigidly fixed. $iqpZe equilibrium considerations
suffice for the calculation of the”reactions at the fixed end,
when the forces and the mdmen~ at the movable end are known.
These reactions also can be’redu~ed to tlie influence coeffi-
cient form. In order to distinguish between the two groups
of influance coefficients, the. former are denoted as th~ in-
fluence coefficients for the movable end, the latter ae’those
for the fixed end. In the formulas the subscript M refers
to the former, subscript Y to the latter. If there is no
possibility for misunderstanding, as in the preceding example,
the subscript may be omitted.
In determining the stgn of the forces and moments the




ldted with the “aid
29
‘c’okf’fi”c”ient”sat th”ef-ixed end wea?e calcu-
of” tiau’titi~il’s(27) , “(Z8), and (29) of: refer-
ence 5. To’r arc ‘AB “-their vduea -ar’e: . . . - -. . ~.
rn~ =“ 0.33433 (=I/r) .
,-




~np = 8.’71889 (EIjra)-’-:.-. ~:~-..,-.
(21)
Fr~ = 2~1”5691 ‘(EI/i3)”
.-. -,..
trT = -31”.74i7 ‘@I/:-~) :
..-









... .. .. ..’
rnr = :8.92216 p~~n&’~~r”10+4:radian: ‘““.
:: r. * ..- - . .,,









n-iiF= 37.649” inch poiziid.s per 10-4 radian
1
-
rnF = -7.’3524:-~oufidsper..14-4 “radian I
tG~ = 9.7861’,@ounds per 10-4 radian
}
(24)
r?~ = 1.119416 pounds per ,10-.4 inch
n
trr = -1.03,755 ‘pounds per 1,0-*.7inch I





In t~+,,o,peratrt~:is .tabl~.. the fo~~ces’,and moment~ caused
by the individual o“j-)rations are listed. hn indf,vidual oper-
ation consists .of a a.isplace.mpn.t;,or r’o,tat.ion,--of :one point
of tke frame while all the other end pofnte of th,e individual “
arcs considered are .b.el.’d-rigfdlyfixed. “The. operations table





Caro must be exadcleed in the mak’t”drof sigp’k. The beam
convention is not suitable for uee in the operations tablet
since according to it “t-heisigns of T and N deTend upon
whether T and N act at the right end or the left end of
the arc. For this reason, the rigid frame contention shown .,
in figure 6b will be used .,.‘IZD this con~diitlfo~‘clockwise mo-
ments are positive at either end of the arc. $~mflarly, n
tangential force is positive tf its direction corresponds to
proceeding in a clockwise gtirf~”ealon~ the ,drc. The radial ,
foroe is positive when it acts toward the center of curvature.
Moreover, the operations table is :G”etup by considering the
effect of each operation upon the constraint rather than upen E
the beam. In other words,the table lists the Forces exerted
qpon, th@ imaginary supnorts (or constraints) when one of the
points 1s displaced,. : ‘ ‘..”~: ~-~ , “ ‘ .’
In t:he particular problem at hand, points A and D
will certainly rema5.n in the pl~pe Pf symmetry when the dis-
tortions of,the frame are caused by the symmetric ‘1’oading
Phown In figure 5. It follows further from the symmetry
.With these forces the change fro m t%; b+e”kim~%~ ;tie-iftl;@ifl‘tibre-d~~ l S
for. the iilC31~u&nced’i@f.f~2-~ients to the rigid frame @d–nvs-n*ion
t used in the operations table did not ent~i.1 any chaagep in-.<
stgn, as may be seen from a Ctirnimaytson “b-f~i~~e+q’~~~ ‘ah~,>~b-. z
It may be noted that a posit:iV&’.&’~~ial.d’efl$&t%-oh’o’f’~he %kam
at point A caused a negatitie-bklil”al:forc”e”}k’b’”atii[tip”ocnfthk?
constraint at. A. This’ could be &Xp-&b%6d;-ki:nce a~”uphhr”U-
force is felt if the movable end of the plastic cantilever
beam shown in figure 6a is pu~heil:!~owtij~:~.~ : ~“~” -
,? 5b’%L“-1“: :,.;-..“- --- ......
The; second row of the oper~%io’tia ~abla”:shows th”~’$ffect”
of a rotation of the section at” B. If end s$ction B .of beam
,AB i.s rotated through. appositive ang~k) o?. 10-4 rad3an, the
* forces and the moment caused at A
5re*$i::;5;!’~::l;~:;:e::;-coefficient s for the fixed end .(eqfia%tou
Ue, of HA”. is, xisted in the operation ~ab~e;’%ifi~e”i~;~s” not
.
nece S5ary to ba~anCe ~A and TA . Because of the symmetry of
structure and loading, the point eymmetrical~y situated ,to B
would always “be~dtsplaced fn the same manner ah ‘B; ~~,.knd
its displacemefiti.;’ticrutdcause a tensile force and a ~oment
which would balance N~ and TA l (See also reference 9.)” .
The effect of the rotation of section B of beam BC upon the
fixed end at C is represented by the influence coefficients









$-“’., beam A3 -.,:.;fi~;.:;;..,2;!:.+4..;- . -“190.634 .-r19,.,572412’.. 13.1014
l .
2. Inf luencei cto,e.f.fi:c~+~t!for. ,:.,,,~T“:+.,(,.,.;.,,.,;~ .
be&m ,EC. ,,:~’:L}. A’:
..1.’,.,.:..~‘“ Q:..’,,.39;’L;,2,3,2-~..l026,7 .. ,
“Y–
,,,,. ,.<!}: .:;*.:4,:,--..:-;<...+
3. Ro’w”.(2) ~~y~t,i.p-~ied W*Y
,. .-.R., ‘- .-..:,:C...”Y ..
,7,1;$-0 ‘Ob-, ,
;>..1u
..-....?.. . r .~ ...,-,,; “..* ,“?. ”








‘“ $alut Zon of the Erqblem by, ReZaxat\on
. !:, -.. .. .. .. .. . .
. . .. .,,
i~e puipose”~of the.:re3axati~ns is t~. $~nd, sucfi-~ul~iplf--
B ers for” operations .1- to 7 , as result iti,,RA.= 500 pounds
,,
and”~n tanishing ’va1u6s’’foi all the forces”.’and moments HB “.
to Tc. The value of 500 pounds is stated.instead of 10GO .
poun~s, since because of the symmetry only one-half of the
structure:;ls considered. There is no need for balancing the
f“b”iC.9S~nd. rnO~e.Ilt,S..J~k,,,TAV:.M.D,, a~d ,TD, since they are au-
tomatically balanced when the left-hand half of”~”he.”rin-g-ukt’er- 1
goes distortions symmetric to those undertaken wit,h..$hefi~j.ght-
h.and half. Moreover, because of the conditions of e“~tiil”ibrium
o“f th-e externa”~ force~c: a.-.resdua~a~..force RD = 500 must be
.,
obtained automatically at point 1) when all the other resid- :
uals:-ti>=f:b.roughtdown ta neglfgi.bly srnal~ quant,i.t@s. This
force’ Is th”en balanced by’~ne+half of the lC~O-p.6u-nd external
force at D. ‘J-,.:.: J, ..7.: .: {..:-
.“.”--.
. .
.: ~.)... . . -
.. . . .,, ..... . ....
.-:.,.
In working out the present problem tt was “t”h-o~ghtad~aril ‘-
tageous to begin with a rough guess as to the final shape of
distortions of the:f.@a.me”i,;.fiI t.wa.$~c:@-~e;n~_e.n,t~ ;o,,:q.otisidersec-
‘tion D as-rigidly .fix.e.d..~d.to assume reasonable amounts of
.
radial and tangential’ displac,erne”hl-s”..f”or-k-a~c~--”6~””pol”xsts-A;:%-B.,...
a$nd C.’. The ‘amourits chosen-a:re -@iven.’below together, .wit.h~-ihk-;”
.R forces a?d, momen.tti”caus6d”by ,tfi[~r’simult.anebup occurrence.
........
As may be seen, ..tiheradial and, ta,n$entia’1.displac~ment.s Iist:qd .,.
correspond to displacements of po~n,t,s B ..@fid C upward and: “-~- -–
to the lefts and::to an u,~ward’di..~laceme’nf ~o“fpoint .’A. The
rotation of -B was a s~umed to .be.cl’oc,kw~,se~,’j~t,h.a _~Uf-~ C . -~~‘-”
count erclockwi se,. The fo,rces a~d~moment.s .w”ere:obta~ged ,by-
adding mp-..coqrqsponding +alues hf..t.heopertc% iohs.tqble after .,
the- rotis,’”werernulti.pli’ed-”~y‘the,.-f&&tbVs” chci?-en; ,T,hedi.?tor-.-.“ 4-
:tions ars:
. . ,.- . “-.!.;..
. .
,..
. ..-.., :.. .,, i /:,,..:, ,.!...
.
. .
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-0.”5 unitk “vC = ,5(3unifs “UC”= ~31 units””.” ,--,‘:
.
.... .. . .. . . ... . .
>..-
.. ,“.;’------- ..... . . . . .,.. . . . ..... . . ___ ~--,,., ,. : . ----- ___
The for,~~s an~,’:rn~,ments‘f~sulting--from:the,’d”istortions are-: - “---
.. ,.~.
,,. -L .. ~-..;..:..-..:-.
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.-
The Pet of dl”s”tort~ons listed can be considered a~ a
“group displacement ,11 It frill be denoted ae, operation [8Ji.t
In the course of the relaxations it is advantageous to make’:
use of o:th’ekcombinations of”the elementary operations.. Two
such comhin,~tions were used in the relaxation- table (table 7).





‘A ‘B ‘B ‘B ‘ ‘Cd. ‘ iic TC.,




[9] - 120 VA 5.03 239.5 -19.’98 90.85 524.667 88.929 87;75
.?
... ..
-; “ ., + .,! ., .
~“n op,eratiOn[,9] the ~hape an”d?-”t:lieength of the straight.
:.’:’
,t;“:
beam ~beamx,.3C) do not chan~e: Opd~~tion”s of this kind are ,.C+:
denoted as “block displacements.” In a block displacement




T“able 7.&:.Y,irst Relaxation !I’sihlb .,..-.: . “.
.,
.:‘L:!’.‘:, “..”:‘ “.“-
~~ertition . Ilfi: ~B; .;,. t L ) 9 $
.- ‘B:’ ‘ “.Ti.:.:’Cci::’ ‘“.‘c. - “TC’’”-”:,
., 98,839 .-li506i,,j.”26m132 : -134:L9fl’-’~366.6‘~~-lG.77-” Ij:%’ !
0.3[9] ,,: ‘5;119.,03,. . .393.Q4: [~103a06 .1 142k5Bb: “.:457.,4~ 26;68”’I~W3.’
t“-2Q:le’ .247;$ -76.93 ““ ;~%’
d$~
““’:211.2. 9te12. 37.90 ‘
-25 [3] ~.‘P”67-40 ‘-2.86.~4,~,:;00,25 ;: :bb. ,202~6 ., -16.64 ‘ ‘o ;
47.21’, -39..37 F.~.Be32 :<-7’8.20 -O*6 ‘“‘:-6;63
-2 [4]
“37.90
,.-7.9& . 26.20 ~.,o-6~87 ‘.::6$.00 0“”, “o :5z.41
:39~.27”
.
-13.17 ‘“K ‘16”:87”” “~16.29 -8.6 -6.63.
t
Y4. 51
.1 [10] oa~o 23.95 -2.00 -0.09 62.5 8.89 8.72
..:.*39>y7.... ,10.78:,;~ 14.45, ‘.!-1%;38‘~“i~:’”
H
~c26 “:5.79
.15 C51 ‘-”””””o -9.19 -1.22 10 “0.44 -0.79
--- } 4
39.77 1.59:: 13.23 -16;38’ ‘+ .73-6.” “1*82 -6.58









~*2g . ; ::;::~:> ,,, .1.82 ~6a580.14 [2J 1s61 -1s83 -8.57 1.13 0
‘-24, 28 0.3 : 1.86 :.;‘“1:6,3 .“:’+8.0 2.95 -6.58
-0.028 ~] 1.71 0.23 0“, -, p:.l Qy.O~ 0.15 .*“.:
:t~e28“’
..
‘“‘“2*O : 2:1 “~’m63- “0.1 3.03 -6*43 .
-0.15 [73 o 0
I
-3.93 0.5 0.08 4.06
2!4.28 2.0 2.1 -2,3 0s6 3*1 -2.37
. .
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.
Instead of ,balancing the ~~rgest residual force at each
stage,- it was found. more convenient to “adopt a particular pro-
cedure.. After, operation [8] was completed, an attempt was - “
*- . made to reduce all the.r.es’iduals but RA to negligibly small
.. ... .,
quantities, while keeping RA as large as poss”ib~e. .The pur-
,,
.!. Q.ose WRS to establish a ttistorted shape corresponding to any
- finite radial.. ~orce at A and negligibly ernall residuals at
,, ... .
points B arid. 0. i)ivi~ion “of 5CI0 pounds by the radial force
.atA so obtain~d yieids the factor by which the complete set
.-,
“of operations undertaken must, be multiplied in order to obtain
...
.












































































In’table, ?.the ob~ective was att~ined to an a.ccfira,cy,..of
““-13 “percent in .ntne.operations following omeration [8]. Before* the relaxation was continued, a ‘check table (table ,8) was then
established. Some slight differ”encee were found in”,the.”$~”1.
l .
Slllft.s,and .the-residu~.ls Of the che,ck ts.”blewere further re-
laxed in 11 rnor.eoperations {iri“ta~18--9). .
.
. . ... .. . . ... . .
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Check Tablia 24..2$6 2.622 “i..592 -2.369 ~ o.g6~” 3.I.6 ‘-2.322
2 [6] ~ ““ - ‘“ 26.205~ 1.323~ 0“, 1!-5.912 -3.go ~-1.779
-.”24,286
1
,.18’.227., 2.915 -2.369I -5,044 -;’.iJJ-‘ikloi
o-o.15[i], ; “i) ,..
-3l931 \ +~:7~7 ..? ,. : 4~’@
I
2U.2g6 ; 18.227’ ,2.915







-0,$60 -Q,745 -4.2v -0.504 -0.039
0.094 [2] o.g37’ -30.819 1.078 -1.231 1 -5.757 0.762
7.
) 20.@j 1-0.102
-0.03$7[5-J o.21g -~~976j-1.O.O.L~. o.25~ +>.0392.125 0.2!31 I 10.OM 0.103 .+0*1g2
20.4S5 2.024 I 0.’499 -1.576 \ -0.008 0.361 0.143
-0.025 [43
-0.059 o.32g
-9.cg6 0,774 I o 0 -0.655
I
“20*~~~ 2.352 o.k13 -1.202 t -o..OCM 0.361 -0.512
0.2 [1]
-o.6~9 i.~g4 I -o.~~~ 0.793”
{
19.667 4.156 i -0.126 -0..409 -o,.O@
.
0.361 -.0,512
0.0126 [~] 0,112 t -4..136[ 0.1% -0.165 -0.77 0.102 0
19.779 0
9
O.olg -.0,574 -0.77G 0.463 -0.512
-0.0027 15] \ “ ~ +0.165 +0.022 .0 ,,+0.779 +0.00s 0.014 ‘
-ig.779
4
0.165 ‘ 0.040 -0.574 “’ 0,001 0.471 --oo~g ‘“:
0“ii[1] ?0:335 ‘0.692 -0.270 0 l 397f
19*W l.o~ “ ‘-0.230 s -0.177 ‘ 0.001 0.471 -o.4gg
o.002 [2] 0.017 -0.656 I 0.023 -0.026 -0.322 0“016
“’lg’o~i,‘: .“ , “;”’ -“-.0.’121 l
a=::~~R “’:: ~ ::” ;2: ‘;-~;li: ;; :;_, ._:__a---
-.
After these the greatest residual force at points B and C
was 2.6 percent of the radial force obtained at point A. A
second check, details of which are not given in this report,
resulted in the residuals listed in the last row of table 9,
Since the radial force at point A had the value
—
.:,
? :. ..:,,,- A,,. ,>. . =<,.19..$.71,p-o~:ds
...- :f”’.$ k. ::t..,,. .,.:.-




l~~-..J .,.- &- ~“.—*;..-.-—.
all tke ,o~e.i’<t$,,oaq~s’:$+ .,t.o ,-ti$~jqul.tipl..i~tl~~f~ the- “factor .- ‘I : “
.. . .. .
; ..’- .!.;!+.+..J!::,:: :,:, -....--<-..’..~ -: .—.;=;:..,5: ? ?...
.. !-..-!
‘-L.+ ,::+5:: “#5@,Q@? .471:,7:25-.z@5~‘~j “ . “1” ~.:“: .“-~-,-.
., ,--“:...:,; <i?:,:2 ..r;.l......
....!
... .,-”._. .. z“::”–-”---
in order to obtain the final deflected shape of the fram,e, ,,..
The fin,al.deflect.ions are given below:
,:.,..7J:f.:.:,’,.-:,: .’. r .
..J~.‘
-“O.’276Z‘:i;ii~~liR‘:w ~ = O .’005’774’radian
‘1.
—.




.,- -. . .
,,:-!;i?~g[ ‘i~ch ~
. .....
UB .= Wc & -0.0010667 ‘radian vc = 0.13353 inc’h,(25;




., . . .







.-. :-.. .. . . .
“- .—.
. ...,..
--If fnay~be .’seen,:th~t the:.f+rqt guess fo%”%h6” “ae~lected -
shape, as given In operation [8] . differed considerably from
the:.final= sh~pe’.-’.r:~eve~+he~esa, only a comparatively small num-
ber -of-re-lakation.s was: requird~ for the ‘solution ,a”.fthe prob-
lem. Th~.-deflect ed7.Sh.ape is shown In figure 8. Next , the
. bending moment dist’~~bu~ion is calculated. For “this purpose,
the tangqptial fp~:ce.apd the bending moment_ ,at point A are
u needed. These are’ batised by the displacements (and rotations)
of points A and. .B, and can be calculated with the aid of
the influence coeffic”iehts given” in equations” (17) and (22),
The calculation follows:
caused by: VA=10-4 VAS?O.2’?04 WB=10-4 w3=0 .005774. v#&4
‘A -19.5724 52924 16.7165 965 -8.92216
‘A -3.4352 9288.78 21.7972 1258..57 -3.96771
.
caused by: VB. ~,06420 UB=10-4 UB=_O.18495 Sum
. tiA -5728 ““2S.7972 ‘-40314 7847 inch-pounds
,,










“Since influence coefficients Mere ‘Used in the calculation
of.the moment and the tensile force at . At the values ob-
tained represent the action upon the Curved beam; and the
signs are in accordance with the beam convention. It must be
.,--
— —.
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. ..!
noted, however, that the si~ns of the:”-displacements used in s
the nr(]ceding calculations al SO had to be taken according to
the beam co,nven~ion. In. the present ca$e, this requirement
did not cause any change in the efgns of the dlsplacementi:
w
obtain~!d from the relaxations, since the displacements and
the rotation at the right end of the curved beam; and the ra-
dial displacement at the left end have the same sign for the
two conventions. “’ ‘; . ‘ ~~ i -’.
With the values of HA and T~ so obtained, and with
RA .
-500 pounds, tke bending rno”ment,swere calculated. for sev-
, . . . , . :; -.
‘,
‘D ‘ -1*’i)375~”’c :1900 ’483 ~punds ,




The!;e values show that the accuracy is sufficient for en-
gineering purposes. The radial force obtained deviates about”
9
3.4 percflnt from the actual -500 pounds. The beqd:ipg moment is
shown as 9088 inch-pounds in figure 9. The deviation of the
average clf the two values from any one of the vnlues given 16
3.3 ~ercent, The: forces T,D ? fi,d;,.~Z’3Aphoul,d add up to zero.
.,..
In reality, their sum is ~0,;69’$ou,’n-ds.rwhich is about “2.1 per-
cent of 500’ pounds ?d-.that is.,
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The Growing Unit Procedure
In the growing unit procedure the units of the ring are
i combined gradually into units of increasing size until finally
the entire ring becomes a single unit. In each etep of the
procedure two or three simultaneous lftiear equations have to
be eolved. The growing unit procedure has been developed,
since in many problems the relaxation procedure is too slowly
convergent , This is true particularly when the shape or the
loading of the frame does not allow a good guess regarding
the shape of distortions.
When this procedure iS applied to the egg-shape frame
loaded by the equal and opposite forces at A and D in fig-
ure 5, it can again be assumed that section D is fixed tn the
plane, and section A is only free to move in a vertical dfrec-
tion. The first step in the procedure is then to combine
beams AB and BC into one unit AC. This can be accom-
plished by determining UB , VB , and WB 80 as to cause NB ,
‘B a and T~ to vanish when in turn a unit radial displace-
ment s a unit tangential displacement, and a unit rotation are
undertaken individually at points A and C .
.-
In the present problem seotion A moves only radially.
The forces and the moment acting at B when vA = 10-4 fnch
1 are given in the second, third, and fourth columns of the
first row of the operations table (table 6). The forces and
the moment caused by the unknown dl.splaeements and rotation
at B can be obtained from the second, third, and fourth rows
of the operations table. The requirements of the vanishing of
the forces and the moment at B can then be written in the
form:
-327.866 WE + 11.4697 VB - 13.1014 UB = -8.92216
1




-13.1014 WE + 3.4352 VB -“ 30,9566 UB = -3.96’771
J
*
Solutidn of the equations gives:
WB = 0.003449289 X 10-4 radian
~B = -0.612145 X 10-4 inch
uB = 0.05878271 X 10-4 Inch
,.- .-
.. . . —
. . >C...7 -.-
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The dis:placenents found’’g~~~~:fli~se!tto fio~cwskn.d:‘a moment at
O, whi,q]l caq-be cal~ul~ted from the values in the second,
thiy.d.~~“{~nd‘“f~u,r,t;hrows arid’the’ Ia:st ‘three ‘columns of the oper -
at fdns ti”tible: “ :. ,,..,1. -.L,, . . . ., .4. -;.. —
.“‘-*2












= 1 .540448 ~pduncis . ,,.,.,,0. 1!
. . . .
In order, ~o ~e able to balance out .the,.forces aqq the ,
moment a.ti C ; as ‘given in equqtions~(2?)j s,$ction”c must b8
dieplaced and. rotate d., Duq$,~g these motions; howeve; ? no ,uhT
balances, must appear in” section B., In the:next step ?~,the’j,-; ;~~,
calculat~ons, therefore. section C will be:in turn rptatu$,, * ‘- -
displace@? r~dially85 and displaced ttin~qntiall~, .akd’;in each ‘.w’;~
caS9.:~alu es:,of,-:!W3s:)~B. UB will lie’calculat OiJ“:::as tb” “:”””:
,,. :..:?..
cause. NB, RBt:..and, ~B, to vanish. When sectio~,,C *S ro- ““-”~
tated through ”~’’pbsitive angle of 10-4 radian, the ,@p.~ati9n8:t.’1”~~~
table gives: :.. ...1,-:., ., ;..F
. ...,. , ;>.,. V.... . .
.1
-.,,..:
WB = -0:28372447 X 10-4 rad’iak “ ‘L’”’“’”.‘‘“””””’.
.:,::...;,~,
...-. --:-.“. ,,,....r
VB = -3*01’60675 X 10-4 inch ;“ “ “’” ““”“ (29)
,!.
.fiTX ; ;.,. .
.,,., .. .-,. ; ,.. .
uB = -0.’2146168 X 10-“4 inch” “ ‘ ‘“’ ‘ “
., -,
These displacement s cause forces and ~ moment “to:”~’~Pea”r:in’ ‘:~’.::
section O. Their values may,.be calculated with the aid of the












.. . . ..
~c’ -&
-5.624205 pounds




In addition.c~~rb~s” ‘a”nk”’~T-m~ment are caused at ‘C” by the u-nit -
rotation of C itself (while sections B and D are held fixed) .






, ,;... . .... .
T
‘,
,c“=’~ 5.24667 pounds, :- -}
,. .-,-
. . . .c“.:’-’”
i., ,
, . . ...’
Constiqueri<ly, a unit rotation at C, togethe~ ‘vith the mo-
tions at B required for NB s t:o vanish,RB,, ..TtRC. .: gives rfse
to the following forc~~. and. rnom”ent‘at :
,[,)
... z’.. ,. -.: .-
.:mq ;
~>~ ,-----
:: --”, ;:, . : :.-::”... ,.
The effect o’f ELunit radial and a >~ng~itial d~spla”cement “
of c, respect iv~ly, upon t.he’~.for’’k’$’and the moment at C
can We” “&alculat e&. in an analogous manner ...,.Again, the left-
hand side member s,of the equati~ati~ k~%{’id=niical with those
of equations (26) !and (28). The right-hand-side members hqve,.,
the values . >*f.... -+.;::r+-
-3 . ., ;-:.::,.
l :.,-:;:-,”2i:”“:’”’f$:~ti-’:::.
... !.. .
..1.::>.1-.. ._.—— __,.: _.._=-_—
-8.10267,
--o+66138,.:.,a.n&.?b ,.’s““.’;?’.;+”:“’.’. ~,q;: - -
.>“
.~+-,,,)’:.-$,’:.1(?.;:-..’ - .. ~.... ....:.,,~ :’.L
When c un&eTg.9e.sf.tir.~~~ti’+a~>a:yd.+~p”lace~~~,t,~.&nd ‘.:;:“.‘:~~
~.?i’
:?,; .:2.,,.....$ l-. -. .
-—. ..-, .
.— —
0, 0, and -26.2958 !?
,;- :. r:r..
. . . .:.
..;:..:.:r+..-.’-’.. . . ..- ..
when C undergoes a unft tangential dt~la~~m~~t. Solution
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wB = 0..0336,9.378x 10-4 :,radian
. .
uB = 0.2753198 X, 10-4 inch
,-
~B = (?.01629283 x 10-4 inch
“1





WB = ‘-OiOl,d39&4@~X 10-’4 radian’
}
,-..
ttB = 0:,7726881 X,,,~O-4e,inch (33)
.r.-..~.-f+,.~ .. ?,,....,.
vB = 0.9366781 X 10-4 Inch
,.
undergoes a unit tahgen.tial displacement, —
forces and moments caused at C by these displace-
ments ar’el: ?: . .. ., ,,*!..ef.:,.
.,









when O undergoes a un~t: q~dl~l di>sp.La.ceme@, and
...
2
when C undergoes a unit tangential displacement.
;.
“1., ~,..?., -,,,,... ,S:1O,r L;,-
T’he effect of the “rnot’~onof o upo~’’t’he forces and the
moment at C (u on’sidsrhg. , D, ‘an’d”‘D~t&@. r.lgi.d.ly,..fixed);.i~, .,i....






-,. .:~l~.;::C,-:.:,-. ~, . ,,
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when C undergoes a unit tangential displacement.
.‘Al~ogeth8r, the..forc~i-~nd mome~ts”af ‘~~ become, w~en.-
0 is disp3.aced radially a+d ’’tangentially,” ii8p8ctively, “ ‘~














llquations (31), (36), and (37) give.~~e)~~ib~k and the
moment caused in section O by the three possible mo~:ons of
sectI%ti’Q’+,~~.Th%b~~*altz6s~ >b%+~ Sp.odab‘$&’:$uc%O:&i’+&o%% ions of
l the fihg:.~S db~z“6~”@ ntai~ uh%iilQti&6-&-R‘f~rc&-%~b%atibhiknts any- .
where along the ring except in the end sections A and D.
h The values of ~t~: gp$~oh%;,~t:~ ~:TpI@,$..how=bswdetermined in
such manner a@ to balance out the forces an~ the moment caused
at O , by the<.’unit ra@~al--displac~mep$’. of= ~a These unbal -
. anced forces are listed in equations (27) . The requirements
that
~c, RO ~ and.:n~c “lmast.vqni@h” can be: stated in the form
of the follow~ng three simultaneous equations; —J









The solution of these equations is .
.
.-
tft,- , “:t-’”:..’.’::t!::?: ~,.)>,:<.<cl;.:,.., - ~:. ...:..-.,. —
‘c




-:;:j..:: ., ::i...,...... .-
Vc =
-0.4976019 X 10- 4 inch (39)
:.1::,::~q !:, . . :.:
Uc = 0.6814022. X 10-4 inch J
-—
Thess-are..the actual m,otiaas .bf sectloh C when ‘A 1.s..’
displac.~d radially through a positive unit d.istancet and—when
the mot:~on.s of:’;B?,!arb stick asl’tb”’r.esultin vanlah”ifi~’forces
and,mom~rit’:at ,B.. The total~otfons of B “can bd” obtained




Notions of B ‘Wh61i ‘A’ is’:di.gplaced radially; given
by the solu~~on:,of e~,~atio~sa(26)
‘) . ..
---.—
9d. Motions of B .-when ..G....isrot,ated; these are the
values listsd.i’i equations (29) multiplied by the
factor 0.003849891 taken from equations (39)
:.4,,. .,.O..J. ., t . 1t
3. Motions of B when C is displaced radially; these
are the .,val~e~ ~~,s~q~.in..-eq-uations (32) multiplied
by the Pa’cttii-0.4’97”661-9taken from equations (39);
and ,.,:;.,.. . .-.:”. ‘
....-
4. Motions of B when C, ~,J,s .d~s~l,aced tangentially:
these are the values ~~’ited-in equations (33) mul-
tiplied by the factor 0.6814022 taken from equa-
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and B. According to the first’ entry-in the, .opcirations.t“a’ble ..
. (tablti’6) the radial force at A caused by a un”it radial ~-:”.,,.“
displacement of A is, provided B is held fixed,
~
‘AA = -3.34833 pounds
If now A is fixed in its displaoed position and B is
moved into the position iqdicated-by equations (40), the ra-
dfal force at A caused by these motions can,be calculated
from the entries in the first column of:the operations table
(table 6) :
RAB . -0.0214944 x 8.92216 + 0.234245 X 2.69614
... . .
+ ‘O,6881O35”X 3.96771 = 3.169978”’pounds “~ “I. .
,“
,, . ..
The total radial’ forcd’ at”””A “is the sum of the pr~ce,ding. .twox,:,
forces: .... . ..
.-. .:,..-
., -. r .
,. .-
‘A.=..RAA .?:‘A3 =.-0.178352 pound (41) .’::’
..‘.:.—
. In order to balance .ou’t”’the 500-pound external force carried
by one-half of the ring, all the distortions of the ring and
% force RA in equation,,<42) must be tiultip~i.edby the factor
f’=”k’500/0,178352 = -280”3,4448 . .:. ‘(4’2). > ..
. .
,: ,, .
.,. : .. ..: - ;: :...
Multiplication of the values giveri in equatipn~ (40) and 7.,
(39) yieldq the fiq~i,dispZatieme~ts and rotat”$ens: - .-’--..
. .
. . . -.
.. . - :,
WB = 0.006025836 radian
‘B “1=0,06566929”3 ;i’rich ~ ‘ ‘-






Vc = 0.1395000 inch




At the same time the radial displacement-of point A is
naturally ..
,T~ =,
-0.28034448 inch: ; .,- -J ‘ : ,,, $.“:
..:.- “,.. ..... ....,.-;r* -----
...
With, the~e final values~of the displacement’g .and’r$~~~”.,~:.~ :,
tions the forces,.and .mom~~t~ at potnts:-A:-~’~~~.--~D’~ari b8 ~~ ..
calculated from the influence coefficients.
,.
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These calculations were,.ca.r~ied out i? the same manner
as shown,,Ii,?,Jco:nn,e’cti’o’n’wi~h the.q’olu.ki.on by ‘relaxations . The
,1:,reku:li”stare ;’ ‘,..,..,r.’.. “.. . ,., ---
.,. .’
L . . b. “.” ‘“:,,$ ;.-
HA = 7970.2 <,nch-pounds
,,.
‘A = 13.24 pOUnd S ;
.. t
,.li:.1... “- ND,:”=-”‘-8868 Inch-pounds ‘-?:..
. . ... .. .
..
r ,,., .,...i}$
..: ’.v””~. . ,.
.,
,! - .!.:’ ‘.”.“.’”
..
Th{~ acc~r~cy
,, ?,., , :: .,:‘. ,, ....”. ,;..+,-~
% ,.= -499.!8’;pounds ““’-.,U.
TD = -12.52 pounds
of-these re.suits..ls.better than that ob-
tained hy .~,e.lq,~atfons.If ND Is calculated as the sum of
~~ .‘a-~~’’_~oTA, the result: namely, 8898 inch-pounds, dff-
..
fers, f,:c}rn,:,,ND = 8868 ‘inch~pound”k by about 0.3 percent. The
valtie’”of RD is practically “equal “to one-hal,f the external
load. The sum, o,f-.
,.,..~A :“’add”iTfi deviates from zero by less
.thdn 0.2 percent of one-half the applied .l.oad.
. =.









:.’. .,. , Other ~$’ol”u~io~’s’of{$bk Piiiiikh’:
... .,
,,- . .
“ As was ‘mentioned in connection :w,i’th.”%tie’’~ro%lem solved
in the first section, o:f”:.”bhfsp ’p”e”r,namely, the ~~,ob,lem of
the ‘arc consisting of two quarter. ,c~r,c~es,‘the “op”er@tlons
table of any, problqp,,~an,..%e .interprefied as .a’.syiteih of simul-
taneous .l~neAr’4eqtiations. The first two equat$ons obta$ned
from the op6fiations ,tah,le of the present pro,blmi,(.t~able 6)

















- 61i242:wc’+ 8:10267 VC = O ““” ‘
,.,
In the matrix calculus, ,~,e.thod.eare devbloped which are hp:,p-
ful in solving large numbers of simultaneous linear equat$o,ns.:
In the appendix such me~hodi~ are .exp;lhi:’e$y-:~he.equ~~~rq~~,, ..::.:.
represe~$+ng.~$h.e: egg:’shbpk:.y+ng load~d.:ti~kh:tyo ‘eq~~l
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The solutions by”.?’el~a~’~at~o~~’”th~ .px~~cedure of the grow-
ing unit, and the matrix calculus were all based on the oper-
ations table. An indepen~e.nt. .cbegk.was, o~tq~.~ed bYi solving
the pro~l em!-by-the “semi-gr aplii’p.p“~~~~edu~~-.d“e.scribe-d.’la. .r~e~<.--”.,.




.:> ‘3Lf:..‘..= .=_“: ‘ -~”~” :’
, ., ,.. --~.....
I“n thi s procedure four .~maginar”y ’’’pi~’~-.were. .i~k~r~~~j ~~~.~.
the ringj and ‘the bending moments at the four pins were con-
sidered as the statically Indeterminate quan~i$~,est The,,
unknowns were combined’’into suitable syrnrnet,rl.c‘dfid”.iin{isjm-
. metric groups, and their magnitudes were c~lcul.ated with the
aid of the minimum strdin energy principle. fiitails ~f ghe - “’
calculations are not given here,
i only the va.}~gs. obta~n~~ fonNA, TA, and ND are .~ubted! :..:.. ..””.. -,
The deviation of the value of NA :n equations (47) from that
in eo-uations (46) is about 1;6 “per~~n’$’:‘wi<t’h ND the devfa-
tion is about 4.3 percent. —.
,, ;;:~,.q:.: ~
.“. --
.. .. f:. (..=,.>, .> !-.: ,4. . ..
:.
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The agreement’ ‘between the results of the graphic and
the matrix analysis is astonish~ngly good .ti:akinginto consid-
eration that in the graphic analysis extensions and shearing
deformations were neglected, while the matrix calculation was
based on the operatton$ table which was established with due
regard,to these types of distortions. For the purpose of
gaining further insight into the effects of. extensional and
shearing deformations, the influence coefficients were recal-
culated n~glecting the effect of these de~~rrnations. This
amounts to eetting l/Y equal to zero in “ail the e@aat$ons
of reference 5. !I?heoperations table cal.~v~ated with these
values of the influence coefficients is table- 10.
. .
In ,thi.s,~peratton”s table secti’on C Is d~.qplaced tangen-
tially whenever dection B is displa)c”d’dtangentially, and.the
two displacemente:are always equal “in magnitude and sense.
This ie a consequence of the assumption that the ring, in
this calJe the straight uortion BC of the ring, does not “
change its length during the deformations. Because of this
rigldi.ty of the straight bar in its .G~m d%rection, it cannot
be determined whether a tangential reactilon would be taken
up by the constraint at 3, or by that at C. Consequently,
the tangential force ~B(J is listed in the operations table,
where the double subscript “BC ~ndicatee that the reaction
may’be at B or C.
.. . — .::
.’.,”<.,. .
“It may be $een-:t’hat“’oper’ati”onstable 10 ,dlf,fe,rsgreatly
from operations~tabld 6i . ~evertheless, the m“at.iixsolution
of the system of linear-equations comprising.the opena”tions .
table was found to be very similar to that given earlier in
equatflons (45). The present solution iS as followS: ..
.,.,
. ..’





:= 0.062543 inch ~ ‘.:: , ~U3.”=:UC ,-=”’40.1749$inchj,(,48),!
.
.,, ,.,,! ... . .,.
..




The moments and forces were again calculated as be-fore.
Some ind~eative values,yre as follows: “..,
.,,..
1“











Relaxation Growing unit Matrix Graphic Second matrix
~ *:,...:,. ..;:..,-,..... ;! ..
,. &luextins&;& def,grny3tions)
.-:> ..:.....-r:\
NA(ino-lh) 7t347 7970’.(’.-:“.7970=.’:’~ @’to 7ggg.g-
TA(lII] 17.73 .~3,2Q.J-,.,,l~jj:: ‘-“jg+l, -33.134
...... ..-:. -
~D(in.-lb) gbol 6;g6&”. “81344. “; MO: “: ..%19 l 3
‘ . ,. ‘.’;>’




,. . . .. . .
,..
,: .: -
. . . . ,-
.
. .
.! [ ::~, “.:.(I
.
The %ornent distribution.,t.s. shown in figure 9 for the’ Soi.”.r;
lwt’iti!s~”lsyrelaxation, m.~t~.i,ces,(including the effect of
sh~a~.i~rf~?dmdextensi onal””deformat’ions), and graphic analysi s.-’
. ThS ‘-cW$-VeB ““ar6 very “.~uch”alike . .. .
+.. .,,. ..,::. .,.,‘.
.. . ..- !-~
.;,
1 .. -+=,,.>-:,...- -....
+.-1..:,*
~tittT:H~ifILLUSTRATIVE- EXANpLE S“ -,.,
,:~...f- .. ,i:.~:;.
..; .“. ----- -.—-
: ‘The-f~roblqp’ ~~. Q3$t~lbuted Loads .-
.:,+-..-.,:;. .-. .-,--
The ftrst exqmple takeq+up. ~n,:~his chapter deals wit~
the calculation of the ,bending’:~o.rnqq~distribution i“n a ‘cir-
cular ring frame of a fuselage, j~Q8 .~:oad$ng of ‘Whidl consists
Of tWo equal and ‘op~”osite fOrcea, -wh.fc,h,;add up t@’:A”mome”nt in -
the plane’ ‘of the ring, and of,..@& balan,~ing ‘shkad “flow trans:= ~
mittek tio ‘the ring ,from the ,~e-et”.coveri,ng.a,f,l~hs”.ftiselag-e.“‘-
. (See !.fi’g:.:‘1O.) It is customary to asqump that th~’.”shehr f~o:w
can he 6a2-.culated from th,e f.orfiula
th!~..tik~.r’!flow in pounds p~ir inch,
q = T/2A,. ‘“.~he~”~” ~V ‘-~”$’ ..
T ‘the torqu-e ““~ninch:.] ~~ .-.
. p oundW, ~n~ A the arena’of the circle In square inches-+ ‘.”
Recent investigations by Wignot, Combs, and Ensrud (reference
10), and by Hoff (reference 11) showed that in sections of
the fuselage adjacent to rings loaded with concentrated for-
ces the shear flow differs considerably from that predicted
by classical theory,
,rU,~~~SS the ring has an unusually large
bending rigldit:y~ “:~,e’~au:seof its basic assumptions the cl”is-
sical theory” holds q~ly ,at a d%stance from the load applica-
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It. is not the purpose of t~e~~~&&nt.report to invest i-
gatethb’ shear flow in the thin w,al~ of a“ monocbque fuselage.
The rePort deals only” with””the eAlcu-V&t5”on-o.fthe, bending
moments in rings the loading of:whi-,ch.~su,~p~oified. It will
be assumed, therefore, that the shear flow in the present ex-
ample is constant and has the value predicted by classical
theory.
,. .:... . .
,.
Th,g procedtires ~’e’veloped in the preceding chapters can
be easily extended to include the effects of distributed
loads. The basic idea in these procedu~e’s was to break Up
the ring into a number of units, and to olamp ri”gidly the end
points of the units. The clamps were then removed partially..
at the different points in turn permitting a change in the
value of “’onedisplacement coordinate at a time. -When. one”’or
more of the units kre,.loaded with distributed loads, as in
the present case with the constant shear flow. the units can
be considered as curved beams-the ends of whio.h are rigidly
clamped to the constraints. The statically indeterminate re-
actions (includingereaot ion momentq) at the constraints can
be calculated with ‘t~e aid.of the classical beam theory.
Forces and momentq”e’’qual in magnitude and opposed in sense to
these reactions ai)4 ‘the loads transmitted to.the constraints
because of the distributed lo”ada of the curved beams. These
forces at the constraints do not differ in any respect from
the concentrated external loads of the rings discussed in the
preoeding ohapters. They can be taken into account, therefore,
tn the manner shown before by relaxation, the growing unit
procedure , or “%Y solutlon by matrices. The graphic method of
reference. 7,t,a:ke,$care of distributed loads directly.
..: ‘.
.... .
~ ,.’$,, .. . .
The ,p;rlo~q,m k~~~-hnti.:-reduces, there fore’,’to,~t~e ckicula-
tion of the””~~atlcall-y”:ciindeterminate reactions ,of cu,rve-d
beams. Iri r’e?ference 5:R+he:calculations were car~led o“ut for
beams havid~~”arcs of a ci:rdis for thei~r median line the load-
ing of which “consleted of e?mmifor.m shear flow. It is be-
lieved that any ring can be; r,~pre~~r.yted,by arcs of a circle
with an Wo’curacy efficient fox.”;enginperlng applications.
Si,milarl:i, any variable shear ‘flow over:an arc may be replaced
by a number of constant shear ;flows.,acting upon portions of
the arc.





Torsion ofla C3rqW~ar Ring
,, ‘.: . :,:,,
Bas~c data. - ~igure 143’$hows the circular ring of a fuse-
lage apd its loading. The’ latter consists of two 100-pound
vertical loads of opposite sense, and the balancing shear flow
.
-
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.
. transml.tted. to the” rlqg. ,from:t~ei..sheet.~o~~~ing. ” The fnten-.,





q = T/2A = (100 :,~1.20x .,&)/(2~:X20a),KU 1.125 ~954!p&rids”per inch
..:
-




The crOss-”s&”&tj.Onal area a~d.,t~g pornent of i’nert”ii-o~ the
section sho,~ An figure 10 ark: .— ..—- . .“
.
A= 0.250 square inch I = 0.1666 inch4
‘I’helatter ie tiaken about’’the horizontal centroidal axis.
The ratio ~ of the effective shear area to the4 total cross-
sectional are? of the sect;i”oh‘tiitscalculated from equation (11)
of refere’n:~~~-5:= ~~ --+—. —. .:,.-,“J :. * ,..“
~ ;
. . . . ,, ..., .. .
.
-,
1’=0.160 . = .....-; .’. . ,-’ _’,, . . . “...-.. .
Because ’of th”e antisymm,etr,y only ,one-half of the ring
need be con~i.Qpr@d.,.i$The half”~i-ng is” subdivided in two units,
. one extending from’point A on the axis of symmetry to the
external load (point B), the other.~:~~,~the load to point C
on the axis of symmetry of ‘6hd rfngi’. The angles subtended by
k the arcs are 45° and 1350, ,..res~ect&V.?.X~V.:,;TheP.a;ra&ig.rj..-
.~*.4 ... t.,.
:,! ,. -—— -----
:,~...,:.:.,.. : . ~~.’““v -=~-i~:”js:‘1:.:,””..:. ‘:’--“ ;~-..*“<-::.‘ :--“;,.-L.
,:}:’””..,, .i~ ““”s ‘ “k.
,.,.:-.-: ,;*.,.,,, -=. .. j.:..~ :-::
has the ~a~l&e’s.k?b~258’”:g~.d-Z33qa32, ‘;
x. , ....
respectively, ‘To-iarc~” “-;;’.-..-









K A.~’.-a;e.ecal,oulat~?:d-”as.~n’the pre-ceding chapter: “ .. I-T
— “.:..,
and ..’.1,
. L. -:.. -.
-- ”---; !>.
K = 1~0120785 - ‘-.>t~.:=.,. , A’=-O; ~91E%35
.“ .’:*,.“” -
.’,




These values are valid for bot~ arcs. , .. .,,.,:,:,‘
. . ....
.-.,~,?’::”: :.. - : --q~:..s-:.
.. . .
Influ&nie doafficiente’i~’ T’he ‘“in”f,lueri’c:e,coe.ff:i~cibnts ....
were calcu~~}:?:~.wlt,~ thw kid;” ‘–of’ rsferen,ce..5,.ih. tha-’s’a”meman- .. ..
ner as wa’s “d’o’np..tor ~h,e..egzg:shape: rihg hf ~~he~Zr”8~~ding ....
chapter . “SiL~e .~the.crOes section:of.th~~,~iqg.,ts constant, ...
EI i.s a conit~q~ f~ctor..$n.every itif.liience:~oefft6i46rit---It
is conveniefii’ to assume Its value as 106 pound-i nchesa





rather than- to use the actual value. If !ti:eunit- dlsplacemejn~t
is taken as 1~3 inch and the unit rotation as 10-3 radian,
‘“the influence coeff’io~.enbs of arc AB become:
,,








. ., ;7.. ,., (51)




.%.=:?,b! . ? .. -4 ,
ttJf = 51.516
,.,-
(..+., .:;,.s”::.77) .“. ..........












~“:’’zijl”=~v 56.5:11’7 nr~ = -8;.%8,4”2 “nny: “’=.6.”-632
~,,.:. .. ... ..”, ,.”:.,,--.
:!:, ,5332 “=’ 1.116 . Ft,y.,= ->0.524 .!,.. f: J.,,fiF’= 0’;0685 -..,, i“-.. . .: ..+.. . ...’.:. .
. . . ..-;.0. ,,..’, .”.. .. . . . . . . . . ..














The operation table can be- established now according tO
the principles discussed earlier. Because of the antimymme -
try points “A’ and O cannot move vertical ly. -,.(6ee refeC -
ence 9.) Consequently, VA and VQ are not listed in the
operations }abl.e (tabl~yll),, . Morqover, there is’no peed for
balancing out a~ and “R(J in the.relaxations sincerewhatever
values are ;GQ$a.i~q~ ,for theq dqring the relaxations of—the
right-hand side of the ring, valiies’k~ the same magfiittide and
opposite ,ee~se,~o~l~ be caused by the antisymmetric distor- ,
tions of the left-htind side of the ring. It’~ii& aye~ found
convenient to move point C as well as A during the relax-
ations. This IS a dev~at~~n from %he procedure fO~loWe~,,;n *




--”The next step i-n the calculat-
ions is thel.de.terml;nat,ionof t,he effect of the distri%ut”ed
shear. The rbaction.s: of the shear flo,w at the constraint’:st
‘acting.ti~bti’the curved’ beams ,and takep. according to the beam
convent’i.lln:o-f.~.’signsshown in ,f.i..gure,6aj can be c“al,culated
from equations (33) Of reference 5. IFozj arc AB the ki-lues
of the determinants are:
.-At =
J




Division:df the numerator determinants .by~the denornin~t”~’~ld-”- ~
1terminant” gives t~e moment, the radial force, and .the,tan@ ‘~, ~~;
tial forcb’ acting””upon thbbeam at the, support toward ,wb~c$~:,,.:~
the shear flow is directed: ..

















The corresponding values for arc BO are : ----
.
. ,...,












...J-.. A=4 = 0.7079546,qra =.318.6#f~8 ,.!..,
.,-












As mentioned before, these forces and mompnts represent
t~~ reactions up%”~~%he” beams~S$Th&. forces and the moment act-
ing upon the constraint at section A have the values given
in equations (54) m~ltiplied by -1. If the signg:qre now
c’o’nv’erted”-tb a~i~e~-ir~t~~the >i~$’d’;frame convention of figure
6b, the final values become:









-8 .7471509 ;tpo’unds} “
,..,
,,.
In section B the reactions upon beam AB can be ob-
tained by multiplying by -1 the values given by equations
“(54) since the shear flow is directed away fro~ p~int 3.., ,
‘Ths ,signs of the ieactions so:calqulated are ~n,.+ccordance .
with tht~.’beam o’o”nve’ntion. The different stqps...q~,ededfor obt-
aining the effect of beams AB and ‘ BC upqn.,t~e constraint






... . (ire.+lb) . .;(lb) (lb)
—.
Reactions upon AB, beam..
convention, shear flow
away from B (from equa-
tions (54)) ‘ ~
.








Action of beam AB umon r.-r
conetrafnt. rigid frame =
convention- - ?1.836,,07.24 1;3904153 -8.7471509
.,.
Reactions upon BC, ‘beam
,,-
convention, shear flow
toward B (from equav::,~,
tions (56)) * -%ti.;l-3&Z~l : lib.624880 -23.859745
J .,,
t- . .,+ ~“
“~ction o:F beam BC upoh’.’~ ‘:.’ “-’‘ : !!‘:
constraint, beam conv-
ention
.,.,;,,:,.,;~3?:135241 v 4“2 ,62488i)
23.859745
flActi,cmof beam BC,-.Upot,.:., .<-#
.....?,. ... ,
aonkt.rainbg. Tigid fra@e. . ;-,.
,. ,;.
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. ‘The 100-pound tiertical downward external load at. B
al”so oontributee to the tangential and radial unbalanoe’d
forties. If this is resolve~
8 dir~ctions, the result it
-,.
. .
RB = 70.7106:7-3 pO~’tidS;”
,.
,...
In the radial and tang~ntial ,
. . .
,- T .= 70.710678 pounds ‘.
.,,B.
.,
Hence the total unbalances are” L .
.,
HB = “-54,970313 inch-pounds
RB = ‘59.4762133 pounds
T3 = 38.1037821 pounds
. .
.:..’ ... ,. . .
1:’., (58),-. .
In section C the reactions. are the walues:giyen by equa-
tions (56) multiplied by -1 eince the shear flow is directed
away from point O. The action upop the ~onstr~i-nt is ob-
tained by one more multiplication by -1. The eh~nge from the
beam convention to the rigid frame convention does n’ot entail
8 any changes in these values. Henee %he ftnal values of the
















z~ .= -23e859~~~,”~OW~&~~~~ ~
:.
,,.,. * ~ “~“. ,...,
... . .t
. . . .
..
..
.“. ,...,1.. ..a ..A.
.
“Solutton by l?elaii”ti:n”s:? Th+_.r61axation was carri”ed out
in table lab It may be no.{iced.~hat,~.itwas mors advantagb”ous -
to carry out operations on the’long~r. than on the short”er
l are. ~oreover~ sequences of the rdtations t?~. WBS WA w9ie
found useful+ . -. ., .
., :,...,, . .
& From tbe total mo.tion6~&f
at A can.,,be calculated.
-$~e






.JL, .a,nd B the radtaI””force’”- ‘“--”’””””
mot%ons~a$e; as cornpu%ed from”
.
-., ..,.’ ..-
.’, :,r - -., .; ,,4: -
. ... .. ‘ . . ...” - :- =.’’::”—--
20-3jrdil~&Il ‘ -.- . ‘, _
. .
-,..




-2.96 X “10-3 ra~l’an; ~ ‘
56 . “riei‘$N No:” 99<8””
‘,..:~f .*- .,,5
:. 7“’.W ,nvo :
These i~otions rnudf’be multi.pli~d. by ,$he respecti~~”~~.nfluence
coefficients As;:&iven ia equati one ,(5AJ. ),.-~t 6hmld.deL~ern6m1 ;
bered. however. that “in the calculation of the inflqenc~t$~y’~”,
efficionts the beam convention was used, so that tfie fox’ego- ““
ing motion$ :mustii13B.tTaBeformed to conform with the beam
convention. fieference to ’figure 6 discloses that the”’s$gni
of WA and u~ must be changed. while the sign of wB
remains unchanged. Consequently,
i f...,
‘A = -1.15 X ~10-5’radik-n ‘A = +4.87 X 10-3 inch{




With these values the radial force becomes
, ., *,
.! ..’.: ., :>
RA = r:’15:x 4~.3q;::”f”””.44.87 X 20,559 + 2.96 X 4.733 = -37.3699
-., . .
.iC:.f$)?...:,:% . poullgg~.?
This~force,,,,cdu~~dsti~ the .distortions”~ has to ber added ta t~~’”
radiaz;force c~~lied”~$~-’:ttieshear flow and given in equation; ;fi~




-37”.3~99 + 1,3904153 = -35.979 pound
.;,,,7.’
I
~’ Since the ta~gential force and the moment at A have
the value zero, t e bending moment distribution along the
tring can be calcu ated with the aid of the elementary methods
of etatics. The koments are caused by RA and the shear
flow atlo,ngarc AB, and by RA, the exterqal load, and the
ehear ,fl.o:w”’al~riz<a“!r-c”BC; The actual calculation is not
,~~~~~ill be taken up in con~ection with the ana-stiown.,~c)rb’~. ’::
lytic.al”“s(~~’ui~~~dnrojfthe problem. The bending moment dietri-
butio”n is” si-id~niinfigurS:X2i’ “ ~~ ,
~u?~Qn. .~r the growing unit ~roced~. - The’ problem was
.—.
also, worke’d-ti~t’tiy the growing urii’tmethad. 1 .In~these calcu-
Iationefp;i”n$=’‘C was considered a’s rigidly,.$ixed. This fix-
ation means only that the three possible rigid body dieplace.
ments of the ring in its plane were. eliminated. The changee
in the shape of the ring caueed by~fhe loading were in no way
re~tricted by the assumption.
‘J.A {:. :,-F,;,,.
As a first step,, section-A was rotated through an angle
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.
appe~raric’e“of &he .umbalagoes lfs.ted in the third to fifth
l




:,..-. .. .. - ,.i=_f.:.
..~.
tiixt’;s8ction. B was displaced and r“otateds. while. sqc-~ .“,*
tions A and C were held fixed! in such a manner as’ toba~ance
out the unbalanced forces and moment at B. ““The pec~s?ary,;. .
mot’ionk~’”of..B were calculated from the following three si~

























L6-;11135692 x 10-3. radian~l ..
.1
.-.
VB = 4.035013 x 10=3 inch (61)





. The effect of these’ mot~ons upog A can ,be computed from
the operations table: ,-- .,’-.
.-,$ ., ,.,
‘A = 29.966 X 0.11135692 - 4.733 X 4.035013 + 64.675 X 2.880754
!, . .
‘.,7 . .:.-::.
= 170.552 inch-pounds”” .-. .. -..4 .,
. ..
‘A = -64.675 X 0:11135692 - 22.441 X 4.035013 -I-51.516”X 2.880754\ ....,.’.
= 50.653185 pounds
.
The effect .ofltli~usi~~:,q,p~a~t,~n:of A upon A (when’ B is
. fixed) is listed in the o’p;ra%ion”s table: ““ “..“ .:’:-
~A =
-281.95 inch-pounds gA = -49.”079 pounds
.: -.>:,.
~>together..-,,T,,,,.,:’:i-’ .:” --””~~’. ‘ .“.“ , .. .; .. .
.1.-.L-
.0+” .-.: .’~-.Y .,..
~A =
-281.95 + 170.552 =
1
-111.398 inch-’pofind$ : —
..”’~a:?. .:.:.:;. (62)
2A =’.”50.653185-s 49*0$9”.’&”1.~~4~8~”p.O~nd&~ .-
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These a~~~’the momefit-and’~h~ tahgent%al. force obtained at h
when A is rotated. tlirou~h a’unit..angle; ‘and B moves in
such a manner as to cause vanishing unbalances at B. In
other words, ~NA and TA” of,equation. (62) are inflvence
coefficients of,the expanded u~it arc AC. “,“, “ ,, .
,, %, .
‘Thi Influence eoeffic~ente of i~c”’AC >c’o”~=eiponding *’6
a tangential displacement of A can::$&”l&~~&f~g&::~~ ~’gfmf-
lar manner. When section A is displaoed tangentially through
a distar,ce:,~f 10-3 iqcb,,,the unb~l~p~e?~a
i
B are.the items
listed in fhe’ihi~d~~fourth, and f~~th co ‘ufifiso’f’the”’second
row..of the $p~~~t;qg.s ~,~bl,e.iThe$qj,u@ya~an.ce8. yani sh if the
moti’on’e of B satis~y the following- equati ens:
‘~~”:,:,?.~ .:. - ..”., .
-439.849 wB + 31.443 vB - 50,642 u3 = -64.675-I
31.443 WB - 12.338”vB + 20.14 UB = 22.441:
“}
.:f23j,i:
J-50.642.wB + 20.14 Y.B.=,.52#~}8 u3.= ~51.5~6
The “adlution is ;,.<f?. .
r.. . - .
WB = 0.02224291’~ ~ iO-3 ‘“’radian 1









, ‘“’T ‘,:’,: ‘.’, ,% :\\~,: ~ ,>:; . .., ., , ‘.’f’.fi- ::?;L’L[J‘ !. :
The effect of these motions upon A can be computed from
the operations table: -:.:ffr+~.7-’..-.,, .:.
—
TA=i~64.6~jx0.0222U291.6+r22iU.l”:x0;5s023016+51.516x ().7546$%6 -,





The effect of the unit tangential displacement of A ,.Upon








~L..J,~~z.,‘:..: ’.”’.: L,, r: -. ’”,:”.” --- ‘- -:.,.-.:-.,,-.“-
TA ,=
.52l 21:~5+0~,,~.,52l ~g~:,=.-0.079491 pound
~=” _,:,.::,-
b. 4 .,:.(.;:T;-j”-,;.. -“,“,.
‘llheseare the influence ‘Z’oeff-ic.i”.e~ts;‘o’~“arc
,..
Ati ~s~ug:ht-. - - -
,r .*. ,.<*,......* ,.Gk. --;, . . .-
I-~f‘the next step’, ‘t~a e“”x~~rn~l loa~~ ~-ctin”g “U~-O~’‘
~..= _..:..
are balanced out by moving section B. The necessary motions
can be calculated from three linear equations the left-hand
members of w~f.’c’kare idehti:cal:li ith””those of equations (60)
and (62). The right-hand member s,,are the unbalances of equa-
tions (58): ....-..









... ..... . .
,..
.. ?, wB = 0..2;45647-’% 10-3 radian
“ .,.,..:
PB = 16.7’320519 X 10-3 .32nch
1. ‘“ -
(66)
uB = 6.8574788 X 10-3, inch
..?,.
. . . . .




-29.966 x o.2g15g47 - 4s733 x IG~7i~~5x9 -I-64.675 X b.g~TQT8g ‘x-
. =.~s.g~6Q, inch-pounds .-”:;. .:
---
.,, ..






These are the unbalances catised at A by balancing out the
unbalances at B, To these must be added the unbalances
caused at A by the shear flow-as givk~’%y e~uii~i=ns (57).
Altogether, the unbalances at A ape:
.
N* = 355.8764 -
1
1.8350724 = 354.04133 inch-p outid’s
(67)
00196~ r.,8,.,747,1509.,=,.73,2..749114 pounds
,JTA, ?(.-,+.* ,.y- ,, ....
,. ..., ,,, ,. . .. . . . . . . . .. . .
. .
Tho unbal~fi-b-bsl’&tiO}&-d’In equa~~onk ‘ti”67’~:(&ustthen be
balancecl out by moving A which 5.s now considered as the end
point ol’,.the.em~nd$d unit, AO. The-–requireaen% of. vanishing
unbalahc:es’ at A c“kn be written with the aid of the influ-
ence coefficie.nt$, ,of ,pqu,ations ($~,) and .(65).as




-111:39? WA + 1.574185 u~ A.-354.I)4133
}
.!...~
,. I . (6~&i;:;
1.574185 ‘WA: 0.079491 Uh L 12.749114 - .,
The solution of these equat$,ons i’s
WA = 1.2660489” X-i O-s radian
UA =
-135.31193 x 10-3 inch
}
. .,
The values contained in equations (69) completely de-
fine the deflected shape. of the. ~.ing. Equations (61) and
(64) contiain the data necessary for the calculation of the




w~ = -1.:z660~9 x 0,u13$6$b - i&.31193’x 0.022242916= -3.1507157
= 1.2660k39x i!.mo7’54-135.31193x 0.7546986= -9g.472@~g
~ ,;, . ,:,.--” . .,.... ,;,.-
.. ,,,
To these motions those undertaken when B was balanced .mu.st
be added. The latter are stated in equations (66)b
.
Alto- ,
gether, ., “;,;,: ~.”’ .:;! .<~:;::,-----S;:-- ,
.. . .=
.
. .. . ...
WB = -3.1507157 + 0.2815947 = -2.869121 X 10-3 radian
1





@;4+24888 ‘,~,,,6.”8574748“=t3~91.615010,X ..l~OA3;.:i;~h‘ ‘*”z’”’,’”
‘B=, ,,,,o : ,.
.,,. -
.:i’.Ll*:: ,‘. .’-*’-’:-..: -’, -
.
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l Equations (69) and (70) represent the complete specification
of the distorted shape of the ring since section C was con-
sidered as rigidly fixed. The value of RA can.now be cal-
b
culated easily with the aid of the influence coefficients
listed in equations (51). It must be remembered, however,
that the influence coefficients are always calculated in ac-
cordance with the beam convention. In this con~entton the
~o.tions of. 6nd section B “if beam As have the same !iigns as
in the rigid frame convention. The motions at A9 however,
must be transformed to read:
. . .,.,
WA = }’-1”.2660489 X 10-3 radian . .. (?1’)uA = 135.31193 X 10-3 inch
,:
Hence, .,., ., 1.‘.,,-
‘-....!
..“
R~ = 42.385 X l;266048.9,- 20.559 X 135.31193 + 4.733 x “2.869121




It must be remembered that an.unbalanced radial force of ‘
-1.3904153 pound wa~ applled at A because of the distributed
m shear, as stated in equations (54). If this is added to the
value calculated above for RA m the following final shear
force in section A is obtained:
.





Knowledge’ ‘of the.s,heqr force. i.n section A permits the calcula-
tion of the be~d’irigmoments in the ring. The calculations are
not sh’own”heie. They are.disctiseed in connection with the
analytic Solutlon of the problem.,
.
The forces And the, moment. i,n s,e.ctionC ‘are no,izde”ter- ,
,
mined since ‘they cau serve ~s a check of the accuracy of t,he
calculations . If the influence coefficients “given “t’nequa-
tions’ are used, the motions of section B as stated in
equations (70) muet be transformed to conform with the beam
convention: ,.-
WB = 2.869121 X 10-3 radian
...
.,..v~ = 93.5881246’x”- 20-3 inch -
l.lB= 91.615010 x 10-5 inch
.-. em.
-. --.=.
:L ,*- . . . . .=
.
.,-. . . . . ..—
..—
—
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glhen, --’:- -.. . . . .. . . . . .. ..””. .. .,4 .,..
!& .-,— . . . . .
.




-57.7765’5 “inch-pounds “ -~:’ “’ .- .-..
‘c = -8.842 X 2.869121 + 1.11’6 X 93 .5881246 ;-)0.524JX.91 •6~ib10.
. .. -...:, j, !..










TO these values must he added the foroe,s and the moment caused
at C hy the shear flow in bar BC. Equations (56) contain
these quantities. The signs, however, must be changed since










:; NC.= 1-57.77656 + 53;135241 = -4.641309 ”iichApoun&~ ‘ ‘




Tc = ‘- 123.736486 ~ 23.859745 ,= Q,,123,259pound,, ,.+ ,. P.:~~.:.l :,..,, —
.. ..‘-- ,.. ..:,..7,, ..,.
.,. .“......:.,l ~.:..;:..1s:r,.,.. + ..-:.-
The terms ,~~ and Tc,,, ,qhcml,,d~b ‘z6?0 ‘because of “$h%,.an~i~’:’”:~,., ,.-,, ... . .
symmetry. Since the maximum bend~bg ,rnoqe,ntin the:r:~ng is
-482 inch-pound, the deviation from ‘ze”iois only about 1 perl..-”:
cent of the maximum, The deviation of Tc from zero is
,.,
about 0.1 percent of the ‘a”pplied loa~:-’o’f’lOOpounds. The
check of Rc can be made as follows: RA - RC is -54,98849
pound. ~ This quantii.tyrepresents the total.shear transmitted I
thr.ou.ght~e plane,of ,eymrnet..ryof the ring. :.The,shear is act- i “
i.ng upward. .bea.ause of,:t.he’~egative stgn. .The. vertical corn-
ponent of the shear flow acting,up.on the right-hadd sidetof :: : ,
the ring is 1.1253954 X 40 = 45.015816 pounds. This is also
dtrected upward.: A:ltoget~ert the upward force upon;ane-half
the ring iS “ ~ ... ._ . __ ..... . .. . .. .-, ,. .. .. ---- _.T..::: ----
. ,, . . . .a ,“*.-. ..-.
“54.98849 + 46.0158.16 = “1OO,OO4:3O6 ‘pOUlliS.:~ “:”: ..’j=~.~,;
., :3
It should be equal to t.h~qlOO-p,ound:,:d.Q.Wnwarde,x~ternalforce.
,,
.
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0 Matrix solution .~-The p’roble”m was also” solved by the
method of matrix transformations as shown in the appendix.
The motions obtained are listed below:.
w
1= 1.2646 X 10-3 radian # -“ ‘‘A.,!,.’ ‘A = -135.3985 X 10-3 inch..W3 = -2.8709 X“ 10-3 radian (74) ‘ .-
‘B = 93.6280 x 10-3 inch I
.,,
-91.6842 x 10-3 inchUB=,,
.J,1
Section C was again held fixed;
The displacements accordi~g *O equations (?4) are in good ‘
agreement with those found by the growing unft procedure and




Analytic solution.- In the analytic solution agatn t.~e .!. .,:.
. lowermost point of the, -r,in~jiS:.cori~~.@~r&dfixed. (See fig. ““
11. ) In the section at the topmost point the ‘unknotin’”~erisile
* force T, shear force V.. and moment .N must be applied.
Because of the antis,ypmetry; ’.however, N = T = O. Hence the
bending moment is, cau@ed,,only by V, the external concen- ~,
trated load of”l”OO pqpnde, and the shear flow. The contribu-
tion of the latter can be calculated with the aid of figure .
llb. :,.,., :r..-!::G5::=
,j, t,: f, i-.’: ,“ -... .%:. . ?..-
The shear force acting upon the infinites~rnal’ :e”l:~rnent”o’*
arc subtended by the angle– d-~ is qrdg. dMThe moment , l ~e
caused by this shear f ~ce at. ~ ‘i-s .,, I --’T +
,’::R.:) - .:’ -
.
dM= aqrd~= r~l - cos (cp-~)] qrd~




T?r= qr2 [1 - cos (cp- 5)1:,$,, = qra.,(y - sin q) (75);<,.,, ,.0 ..
The total moment is
“-ii-.-<.-....-:
..-.
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,. .. ,. ’.1.---: -.J,lMl =.~r a’(~ 2“sfn’’@),::.vr”.8gq”P:!””’ ._ ,, .,-, , 6.=
:I? ‘...”:?:* -“$ ...(,~,,~:.-..,.,,. . -..
,’,’..,,.‘.!“:..: .L-: ?bl’~” .=1.,
~+: ,.,.,.. ,.:. .;.:-..
,,’’.””’
,.-
... ,, , 1..
~;!,,
.: ,’;-, .. ’’,.,













u=~ Mla 1rdcp + — Maa rd ~
231I ., 2131; ~ . .’
0 45
..!’:. . .. . .. .. .
According t~ .Cqstigliarao!.s.principle .’:,”,~,,r”~ ‘~,:””,:~1
~,,,i-’
dU/dV = O .,,..,).I<; I-n - )
,.
,: .!\..;:’.. . . .
,.
;. ..-, ,,.:..,.. ,-’
., .







qr + V + (200/TT)[(3~/8) - (1/4) - 0.707] = O
,.;
.,. ..:,.,]-!. l
,,, .. . ..
Since .. ---- -
....“.
. q ‘=’;(I”OO””~Zr x,.0.707)/’(2mrs)~’:q
c












nally braced when large concentrated l,Qade are int,r~o.duced ,.::
into them. Such a braced c3rG,Vlar rin~-:is shown i’n“figure “
13. $ince the addition of the brace Causes six mp,re stati - “.
tally Indeterminate quantities to appe Ati in the ‘calculations,
the work involved In the analytic solution of the problem of
the bending moment distribution becomes ve:r~ muq~, q,or.e.~i.n-
volved than it was in the ~se discussed ‘in the prec.q~ing”
article. J3ecause of the an.~i.symmetry the actual work in-
volves only the determination of one unknown quantity in the
ring proper and three unknowne caused by the braces. “Th’6-
,.:







.Ctilculab~on of 5 “moment diagrams instead of 2
Calcalat ion of 14 definite: ~i.~$,egq~l’s?imst cad,~oj?~~2‘n ‘~, :,>..:r>r.
%!.::”’.:’””..
.7.,.a=’t?:: - .
.. -!-..2 c+ -+.~~~
SpJ,ut,ion of 4 ~imultaneo&$:~~.q~pt~Ons .f or 4 un~-o~~:p,~.:~~ ? ~~
,ipstead of gettlng””~ unkqqwp, groin 1 equa~ion - ~:qq: .,;-!>;
-. ..~a..
...... ..
IQ the ‘rnethod$’proposed .in this report , the additional
work consists only of the calculation of the influence coef-
ficients of the braces. Because of the effect of the braces
..-—
.,. . . .
,.. .
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. . “,’.::
the numerical values’,~d’’the .o,p”qra~jan~table will. be diff&.r.x~ ::
entj but the number of-dntrles in.the operations table .wi~~ ,t’
rema,in the same. The. sroluti~onof the prob~em by. relaxatfoQ.910~~
or by the growing unit procedure wil”l,’therefore, not in-
volve a,ny more work than In the case of the ring without t,he ..
brace. :......- /
The length of the diagonal is L = 36,955182 inches.
Its criks-sectio~al area is A = 0.125 square inch, and its
maximum moment of inertia I = 0.020833 inch4. Since in the
calculation of the influence coefficients of the ring in
equations (51), ZII was assumed to be 106 pound-inchesa
while I was 0.1666 inoh4, the.,.calculatlon$ will be con-
eietent, only,::3$i~:@I..o!Fthe briic6’”is assumed
. .
~aI = (0.020833/0.1666)l~;”= “125;000 pound-.inchesa
.,,-,;
This meizns, of course, that the deflections to be calculated
would b19the actual ones if the mater~al had a modulus of
E = 6 X 108 psi .,’’:~itih’altirninum’a”lloys, or steel, the values
must be multiplied b,v a constant factor.
The ratio ~:<F,?$iW/A:..iS again 0.16. Consequently,
‘Y= 8194.1131 and the produot Yg = 1313 *05fll, The influ-
ence ~g$~~ficien~g” ~oF the!movable end”6~’tfii $~rqightbar
were ca~.c,U,late.@,:f.qom~[@.quAtiions (25) OF ‘r:$,fjrgn~ce.””5”:.
.,; .;! 7,.1”, )“.-:,




















to the, right is equivalent. to’~ thn’gential”’(hngitudinal) dis-
placement of “-sin 22.5° for the straight bar’ combined with”
a radial (perpea?licular) displacement’ of- cos 22.5°” for the
strai,ght bar, when the beam conve.nti-on of. figure 14b is used.
With
-,,. ..,...w,, .’ ;.’. .. ,.
. :sin 22.5° = 0.382681’” “’ co-s 22.5° :’ 0.;2388
.,.
..”:‘t. —..___.. . . .1:”;
.,.. . . . .. . .. -
the following” forces an’d’m“om’ent’’a~eobtai”n”ed”at B,” -
:
acting
upon the straight bar and designated according to the beam
convention: ... . ...-..’ ...,. -..,”.. ______ —
~*B = -0.544194”x’ 0~92388’ =’-0”-~”50277 inch-pound
-—
‘SB = 0.0294516 x 0.92388 = 0.02721 pound
TsB = +~0.2949 x 0.38268 =-7.76845 pounds “ ‘–
.,. ,
..-
,. . . ..
,.
. .,.,’
where the subscript $3 ,desi~riatqs’that the for,ces’’?nd th~.~
momeh~:are ”based;upon “the ‘sykt-ernof’ coordinates ’of “t~e
stra~ght bar; ..They must ’be ’aonvefited to c?onform with th~’>:
system of coordinates based on the circle before they can bi
entered in the operations table. If the subscript C3 re~
fers to the s~s,tqm o.~:,cooqd~qates of the circle, and use is
made of the diagrams of figpres 14c and 14d~ the following,
values are obtained:
.. ..... ..
i . .. ..
,, :.+-.. ,. j, . 1!’:” ’!” ” . ,-” :





RCB = 22,5°.-RsB ein~~.~” .: .
‘SB..C?.S;,. -, . ::’ .; -=.
..,
= -(0.02721) X 0.38268 -I-(7.76845) x 0.92388 = 7.1667 pOUid S “-
-iTcB ,’:r; ;-o:?’:~ -.~, ..:= R& COS 22.5 - i!~B sin 22F~50 ‘- “~ , ‘
. . . ., .:., . . >,--:.:& ,:.,....-”- ,.’-;
. .. .
= (0.02721) ~’ 0.:92388 + (’7.76Ef4-5~’x” d’..”3”26868 = ‘2’.9980 pOtilI~s ““-
.. ,-.,, . . .. . . .. .. . . < ,-.: ~~..?..v
... ..
The’ for”cbs ah’”d%’h& moment “just ca~cu’lat’titr~~presenj the action
upon the “structu”&e. Mizlt&plicatiioh”“b~ -1 ebhv%rt”s them into
the effec’t’of the” stru’ctti~k upo%<’t%d!’constra~ri.t”s,take’n in ac-
c.ordsmce with the; rigid ‘frarn-e‘co%-venk.ion-ba-eed op.the” circle.
These values musthbe added to””those”””~isted,:n-%:~”e““operations
table of the circular f>ame wlt’hout:”tirticing’”(’t’able 11): The
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The: effect”of A’!rhdial displacement and of a rotation~.~~ ~f ~
can be ‘found in a similar manner. As a furthe~, example for
the reeolutfons, the effect upon C (the ffxed, end) of a ‘,.+:l
unit :r,ptation of 3 (the movable end] is now considered .’’’:’.~’, #
.
A “~nlt clockwise rotation of section B of,~he c~rcle is
the pos~tive unft,rot.at~oh of ‘section B of the ~t~aigh~ bar
as show:~ in figure 14b. The forces and the moment caused at




R$3 = 0,544194J,,!,, . “..
‘~B =?
-...,










These qv.antities ar&the forces and m“timent’kabti’ng up~n the
straight bar at C and taken according to the beam conven-
tion shown in figure 15b. A positive moment N~B at,, C is
counterclockwis.e~ Hence, the moment
~CB ~taken in accord-
ance with the.r~gid frame convention of the circle has the
Opposite sign:,:,,+ , I ....
.: .,.,. ,.
,.
. . .. ..










‘SB is resolved with the aid of figure 15c:
),.*-?,,ff~.:..r..:.l’.: ~.. .
RCB = .-RSB”’kin 22.50 =
-0.544194 X 0.38268 = -0.20825 pound
,. J*,-,.” ,?,.
TCB = -R5B cos 22.5° =
-0.544194 x 0“.92g~8 = -0,50277 pound
.....
.’::,f,r::”..“ “ .’ :“~.’~:’:i.:.:”:!.’.. i, .. ..’,... .
The values of ‘CBS RCB, ~I,~,O:B1must be mul$.ipli.e.d.by -1
in order to obtain the effeot of the structure upon, the con-
straint s,a<s,..req,~ige~;,:f~r.:th.e;opa?a’tl:$hs.table. s “ .
...
The operations table for the braced circular ring is
presen$ei!,.~q.tqblp:”?~.,:..1$12w@R..vBefl5n.$h4relaxation$ con-
tainia~iri~ta~le 14,, ..As2rnax>.q se~n.,cttie:’rblaxationh were cii~-
ried ,qu~~~~n,,the sarngrnagner,,ao %n fihe,”ca~e of’.the ri,ng-with~
out brpc@g.. The @bFolute magnitudes,, of’,~he:dbflecfi ons ‘were
found ’tq.,’b~,rnuch.~rnallsr thq~.bef9Yd .i.”For’ the ~h6dF”force,”at
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.
The distortions were determined @l,8g by the growing unit
procedure. The individual steps in the calcdl~tlbn are tiot
given here since, except,.fgr the nymsr~~al va~u.e~t they were
N identical with those tire’s~titedin the pre~ed.i~g=-a~ticle.
Section C was again assumed to be fixed. The distortions
were found to be: ~.~, fi..,
.:.,.; ,.,.,.,
‘TG.“,L .; :,:.< .—
*.4 = 6.499450 x 10-3 inch I












~,.:,:~u~~$.’7.$$27458X“10-3 inch ,,. I..c:
,:<,.,..,I ..
.:-,.:
~~[?.fi;-.Ll’- ,.- ;.”;A. , ___ ...A-.+.,
.-. .
Comparison of the values given in equ~ti~o~~~:~}~~)~w:th





The value of’thd s.hear’,fori~,~jlnsec~i.on A was found to
be -6.460 pounds. This value deviates from’ t~<f obtained by
relaxations by 0.6t~err.mn%.~: ,T.he,bending.m.oment. diagram is
l shown in figure 16. It may be s~dn that ~~he=f:ntroduction of
the.braces resulted in the reduction of the maximum bending
.-
—
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In! the present case the torqg~::, .: : ,. . .
.-,
-. -
T = 100, x:”i30,..=,:3O,QOinch-p ounde ,. . ‘ “-:‘.3’,.
,.,,. . .,. . ?(.....!
while the area included’ by: the’ ring b......: .
,. ., k..
A = 27,57.642 sq,u,areinches
.,. .
Hence , ,-..
(~%! 3“’705/(2 X 27.5,7,.!542j=t0..54394298 pound per inch
. .
When the operati’on’s“t-able,was set”up, the shearing and ex-
tensional etrain energies .w_ereneglected. This is equivalent
to set,tlng l/Y = O, a’s’wa$j bxplai.ned when the loading con-
sieted of two equal and opposite forcee. The angles subtended
by the, ~pi:t,,s,.consi.=~,ered are;








,,, ‘ Arc,.D~~:T - 1.?7215~i; ’’~,&;d-i%a”gs.‘“
,.. . ,,, -
. . .. ,. -.
... .. {
..,’ ..
The influence coefficients ,wer”e,calculaite’d.ktidthe oper-.!
ations tabl’e was established accord in~i”ti”o‘;tihe‘prcrceduF’e dis - .
cussq~. in the earlier parts of, this -rgp~rt . The operations
ta~,~e,..is re”~.r~dqced ,eq ttieb-l,e 15..~~~LI,t%served ‘as ,the basis: for
the “ctilculation of ths dist or~~o’n~ ..,~y“tli&~g,r’o’win”gu~i’t.,~~thod.”
The distributed shear forces wer~.”~ak~n~~nto~~ccount ‘as “e%: ‘‘
plained in connection with the torsion of the circular ring.
Point M was considered aq rigidl,~ fixed.), Because of the
anttOym~netry,eect~;~”~ could not “’move.radf&l~y.
~l.uti’~~s!j.f?~e ‘~rowing unit .me”thod.~”“The “application of
the grow fng’u~$,fi;.~pq~c,edure to this “particular p;~b~em’con- ,:
sisted of three,.~a$~~p’arts. In the first, ~he expanded u“nits
were established;. .fri’.t”hqsecond, the unbalances were trans-
mitted from sect ian q ;B,q...c.aqd D to qect ions A afid’’ti;and in
the last, part, $,h,~~gtia~,~:ceeat ‘~ were .q~~tiin~tqd,
.,”. . . .
.. . . .
Th~i bending rnom~it “dligrim was ~al~u-lii~~”’afidiS pre-
sented fn figure 18. The dotted line represents the bending
moments obtained in reference.+? ‘,by the graphic method. The
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,-....
Torsion. of. t-h:e3,raGe,d,:~,g.gesh~pp Ring
5
./. / j:, .< .,-. .
. ~.. -,.. ----
Figure 19. shows the bracekf <“~~-’shape”tiih& and: Its ant3-
l symmetric loading. ”s‘~h~,~EOS.S -s,e:cit~.o.n-Of ,the brace was taken
the same as in ‘t”h&case:io.f.the-.pra~e”d c5.r;cular ri:ng.’ Yhe :.
length of the diago”nal is .64..9~,#65,5,i.nc~<s .’ Ttie:imfluencd. ,
coefficients were ‘calculated and the ‘.opera-tiOri:s“table’was es-
tablished according to the, print.~pl~s di~cussed earlier .
..+- ...-.
,.:. ‘*.,
The data dontained ‘in the ‘Qp~ia~~~~s~iabl~ (tiable 16) ..:”’-.-:
served aS .a;bas16 for the cqlctilat”i~fi~~f ~he de-fletitions by ““.-
the grotifng:tiliitr”procedure. .,
~h~ rq@ts ~;e: .; :..:.:
-,..f!.. . .-_____.:=___. ..——?.. ,,?::, ,.,..,<. ----
,..
WA =
-0.7703992 X 10-3 radian 193?0249 X 10-3 radian,w~:=,.Q.*::,, ...
..
.. . .. ..
U* =
















~D = -0”.”.1’969324:X lC)~-31,r~aia~
10-3 inch vD = 10.421443 X 10-3 Inch.,.’.
. . . .
of sections A and BL&”~ ewa!ju:qction wi~h- ‘t~tie-~ ‘
l influence coefficient s permit %Jhd calculk~i.~n’,.ofthe s.heaii.<g.::~.,;
force R.4 in section A: ‘“.~ ‘.~::”.‘: : . ‘-
+.
,.,.,.! 7-, ,,/-.;. ,---- .
....
,..
.lt - ,.,:C.. .. ..... ...
‘ RA =..i.3Q15’:~.:@i~: ,,
.. -.. . .
.“., ,:m.:
~-(:,.j . . -.
The motionk of B and the- influence coefficients of ,the
straight .ba.r BE suffice f~~’~,tlie6dl@li&tioh of the forces “
and momentk acting on bar ~~E,”~L:~hen.’these ai~ kno~n, the.





-‘The “%e;~~ri~ mo.gent diagr~~:.~~q y%’tik~ht%’d-i~ jf&ure .:20. ‘
It may b’~ se-: {t-ha$the bracin-~.wa-:”ver~i ~~’iiyf~cial.’in reduc-
.,”
6 ing the’‘.l$eriding,moments . :.-”,: ,“. ,.. . . .... ....,,.
~1.~‘:.:,~ .:],i ,. . ..+..- ~.f,.- . . . . . . .. .. .
:.,*r:,lJi ii.-.. . .:. ..-.-3 - :-,
CONCL~~S.IONS
- r.~ .+:,, -.
,., ?.-.‘:.:-. .
-...
The sub sect of th~s ‘i”~.fi”fftis the nurner,ical calcul.,q.~ion._
of the distortions of and ~h-~:bending moments in rigid f:~:q:m”~=~
(fuselage rings] of arbit,rar”y’’shape upon whfch known e~nqe~~ ..“.
trated and distributed loads. dre acting, The calculqtt~qs -,.:..
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consist of tw.~ major parts: the aettin~’u$”o”f the equations
characterizing th’b p’robl em, and their solut ion,. . C-”
.: .-r .: :-?.:,“
The equati~ks &re set-up by dividing the “frame iQi o..a
number of: beamsj’ ea$h h.aviqg a constant .radiu.s of curv.atu~~
and a con~t~nt (o fteti zero) distribute~ ‘load. The i:nfilue.nqe
coe,f$icti.etitB of the i;n.dividual >earns carfi’-be eaai.ly comput. eil
,.,wit~...the:eai”d”d of” ~t’fie-”‘formula s,. tables,,%%d. graphs presented $n
‘ref e,ren”c.e-:5. ‘l%-ey-&an be combfned into quantities that are
entered in the oper,atiodns ta13.@:@ccor”din”g to the suggest ionta
made iq:~this r“eport. The oper~$lon? table, together wit-h the
external -loa’dsj completely de ffne~ the problem, and can al-
ways be established without difficulty.
On-the other .,hant(,d,i<ficult$e$ are encounter ed. in the
solut,io’n,’.df.th~;’s’’et”of linear equations defined by t-he opera-
tions tab,l..e,The,,,$u,ndamental reason for t%e. d$fficu”lties is
the fac$ thblt lri’most “caees the bending, moment, the n,o.rmal “’
force, a~~ the,,~,hear force ,jg eect ions of the” frame are oh-”
tataed as”kmal~d iffbrence~ of large quantities. , : .“!
,,
!Fh~&e methods of’ b~l~lng the lfnear eq,uation~ aq~:pr&-:’,
sented. The, first- .*,st,~e~solut ion b“y7S”outliweliis method of
systematic ~elaxati’dni’which is a procedure of step-by-step .
approximations. Four numerical eXampl,e.s g5.ve ,an flndication
how the $ndj:vt~,y,?il:...$tas}s}in the relaxation procedure may be
arrahg~d,~’~o @’s.,to,~qChieve a rapid gonv~rgence of the p?oced-
.
Ure. “Ii.’Tmo-6tcases, however, it is not easy to find the
proper succession of stepe. Because of this, the procedure
of the growing unit was de,v$.sod. In.thie procedure, the in-
dividual beams are combi”n’ed%nto units of increasing length
until finally the entire frame becomes a single unit. In
each step of .t,h,e.c~l,culat.ionn’ot more than three s“irn,ultaneous
linear equktiion”e mus’~.be .eo.@ed. Pinally, the third gethod
is the direct:solution of. th~ set of l%near eauat$ons by
means of~the matrix calculus. .!l!helatter two procedures are
straightforward and can theoretically always be carried out.
The work involved, however, .increasee with the number of sub.
divis~oms chosen, and bec,ause ,of the small differences of
largq.,nuabers occurring in the computations the use of cal-
culating machines may become indispensable.
.
It :1s of interest to compare t’he numerical procedures
here suggested with known methods of analysis of the bending
moments in fuselage ringe. Fully analytiq qe~hoda..have been ..,
published only for circular and ellipfic ”,~ings:for:a deJ:
stricted number of conditions of lo.a’d~ng.,.Rings of..tir.b%trary;




Hoff (reference 7), and du P,lant-ie.r.(reference 8), rings with
additional internal bracing elements by Lundqulst and Burke
(reference 6). Simple ring problems can b? solved by any of
the$e metkode~w9th comparative” ease, B&ithat the pr”ocedur~S- “~
sug~ested’ i.n t~ta ’report show no particular ”advantages ‘in
these cases. The,,-numerical procedures of thie report become .
.-—
adv’atitageous”’w~efi’’oneor mode fnteitia~:bracing’elernent s “arS’ “ ‘
—
incorporated “i’n*6”the:’frame. T“he addlt~onal elementsL6ntail
a slight increase in the work~of se$~ing up the oper&t~ons
table, but the eolution of the equations does not neces it~te
—
any additional ‘tiork. 3If the~e uiit~~nd;are solved by,re i~a-’ ‘
3ti~ii~~:the num~er of-steps nec ~;a~
t
‘‘m&y-even beco-me:$rli~ller.
Sinc~;id’:fi56’dhrTf6F rnethodd””~he’~cw~“k”involved.in ths i~lcu-
lations incre~~dst~”~pidly when redun~~~t’ bracing eleiietibs are
added tro,the frq~q,l the adyant,age ogrusing the procedu~~,q,qqf
this “re’~o~r~’”~ncr~~$~~’”wit,h,~~h adddd l.iracl.ng61emetit ‘ ‘“ ‘$>,”:
.-.: —
v. .... . .. . T
., ,,... . - :. —.- - --?. .—
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DIREoT’soLuTIoN OF A SYST3M” 073LINE& &UAT;ONS
,“ . .
As was shown in the body of this report, the operation8
table represents a set of simultaneous linear ’equatioris;
The equations can be solved directly by the method,’o”f elimi-
nations. Tne only difficulty lfes in the great number of
simultaneous eouatfons and the corresponding great number of
unknowns contained in the operations table. Because of these
the nume~ical work:is far too cumbersome ‘unles& the’ opdid-:::
tions are carried out in a systematic manner. The systematic
solution of sets of linear equations is one of the subjects
of the matrix aalculus. The elements of this discipline
needed here are very simple, An attempt is made, therefore,
to present them in.an easily.understandabl e manner, -,
First a set of linear equations will be solved by the
methods of high school algebra, Then it will be shown that
the same calculations can be carried out in a more concise
manner .:tihroughthe ust? .of the matrix calculus.
.,
.
As an exampl.e$ the. following thiee ’.equattons containing
three unknowns .will,.bs.c~onsiderea: “> ,
# ,. ,..L..” . , ,-
,..::..Lf2.=. + y.+ z = 8:.. (la)’-!.3. : . . “ . : ““- :. .,
... : x.+’ 2’y +,,i!;=’:9 “’(lb)
x +:y .+ 2: z, = 7 (lC)t
Divide equation (la) by 2:: :’;
x + 0,’5 y + 0.5 z = 4 (2)
. Subtract (2) from (lb;: .r;>., . . . . .)
., ,





.-:.,’’,’. . . . -.”:-
. .
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,,
.. 0,6 y + d.166’z”= 1.66 (4)
,. ,-
and suksequ”ently equation (4) is,?u.btr.acted from equation
(3b)\ ..-
1,.333,Z:7 1.333. ‘ ~ (5) ,
.,
.,
Equations (a), ””’,” and (la).’,c,anow”~~~~,i~$’ilysolved for





.* . . .,. ‘.”





J .?:.. . ..,, “. y=3 , ‘ (7)
,. 6-. v :: ,.:
,.: . . . ..-
,,,
Finally equat.i.~ri’‘(l’a)’.y$’e~ds after stibstitition of equations
(6) and (7): .,.,
.,, , ...
!,,:,,,;.,:i ,. ..,.)<-: ,. . . .
~;:~.,,,.,,: :,,I:
.. .
4 ., ,,. :: X= .2.. (8) ~,. .: -- ..— --. . .. .. . . .. . . . .... --------- - ..,,,- :--r.” ,,,’ ..:::.
!l?hosame problbM:ti~~l now be solved” using the matrix no-
tation. The first achievement o$. thematrik calculus l.s
econQmF.-q~ writing~- Ae “lon~ a~ thp,~ir,~t colurnnyalwayti cbn- “-
tains the x terms, the second .the y terms, and the third the
Z terms, it i~ neceesary tO r-eyrl:te Zi< ~,, and z, The si-
multqqeclus equations are characterized by the set of coeffi~
aients arranged in an order.pd,array,. ~.Tbus the left-hand




“2 1 l.%’-. t.:...:..
. ,, .. .....
-,
::,..,tf\.‘




‘“l‘“1 2 ‘“ I.* +,..,.:;::..:.
.,,rf”;:.,”:.-.-?’.& “*\.. —.
It is customary to enalose the set of coefficients with-
in brackeis””as shown in eou,at~~ :(~~.’ ‘A,’o’rthe set of coef-
ficientw’.’in brackets, is known as a ~fmatrix.t’ The nine num-
bers In ‘the brackets are the ‘elementsll of the matrix.
The second important device i~matrix calculus is the
operation called “matrix multiplication. “ This operation is
in many I’espects very different front.what is known as multi.- ~
plication in arithmetic and. algebra. It would be better per- :
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misunderstanditig, This would ‘necessitate, however, ‘the memo-
.
rizing of some artificial expressions As things stand now,
the opera-tion is known as “multiplication H in mathematics,
and engineers have to conform with the usage. They should“
remember. ho’wevers that “matrix multiplication’ means the “
complex operation shown below. and not what someone might
infer because of the familiar expression l~mtiltiplicatlon. tt
The product of two matrices is again a matrix, tpe coef-
fi.cient”s of ,wh.ichhave to be calculated, according t“o.~he fol-
where :,.
~.j = aldl + aael + a3fl,
ga = a=da + aaea + a3f2
l ,..
g= = a3d3 + aae3 + a3f3 “
8 hz = b%dz + bael + b3f1
.
,. .,,,.’” ., r! ..t .. k.
.








The rule shown in equations (10) and (11) can easily be
extended to square matrices of any order. ~he ltorderllof a
.“
Square.rnatrix 1,s equal to the number of rows (or cO1-ymaS) in









. . . ... .. ““A
1..: 1 “ o .:-O’
,x”
0“01’1
1-”””1’:.0 :,0 .0’ 1:”.




~.:. . . .,
;-.
.
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1.111 1
3 2 1 1.
~
0022,
0’0 0 2 .
.
It should be no$ed that, in general, the “matrix prM -
uct’1 changes”~f,,the ,factors in ,the product (that ‘is$ the two
“matrices) are interchanged, 3’or instance .. ..:
. .













































with the a.ld‘of ~,h~,.multiplication rule ofmatriqes,,~,




[X, Y, ZI X211 = [8, 9, 73 “ .
,,










.:.. .. :;- ._~
.—
Application of the multiplication ““rti’1’eto the left-hand




















of ea-uatlon (14) can be written as a
.:”
[(2x +y+z), (x+2y+z), (x+ y+zz)l
SO that equation (13) is equivalent to
[(2x +Y+z), (x+2 Y+z), (x +Y+2z)]= [8,9,7] (15)
Equation (15) expresses .>.he“equality of two matrices.,’ Matri-
ces are considered eqPti~l:~f, and- only if, all their corre-
sponding elements are q~q.ugl.:I~f“one equates corresponding .,.
elements of the matric:e.s.-on,t~he ,f.~w,o~sides of the equality
sign of equation (15), the follo’wi’ng algebraic equations are ~ ‘.
obtained: ;“
.
2x+”yk’+ ~ :’8’.”. .
w x+ 2y+ z = 9
.(l) ..’
x+ y+ 2Z = 7
which are indeed identical with eo,uations (1).
It should be noted that when the matrix equation (13) is
transformed into three simultaneous algebraic equations, the
..—
. -----
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matrix is read “downward, 11not from the left to t-he right,
in agreement with the rules of matrix multiplication. For
.
Instance, the matrix equation
[%, y, z] x
“[I










., ,..,x + 5y + 2E = 1,.. .,
.1 —.. . ,.. -- -—
2x +4y + 3Z = o
! —.
3x i-2y+ 2Z = 3
,: —
and ~ to ,,
...,,...;
‘fi*Jcx’’+2y+3z=l .
5x+4y + 2E = o ‘. + v “~”‘“”;~:’+ 17+ ,,.‘, .. r
2x+3y+2z=3 .} .’”’: ~~,!,.,,.
. “i
.’.:,:,,
Thfs..d~,,$t$.npt,loh.cannot be noticed in the case of equa-
tion (13”), since there the square matrix is “symmetric,.!’-‘ “.:‘
which means that elements in it are equal if the,y are .sym~..‘.’:
metrics.l:!y.si’tua~ed,”to the principal diagonal. The llprlnei-’~~~
pal diagonal’!! of”a’ square matrix is the diagonal passing,,fr.Qm
top left to bottom right, ._-.
.:
,., :.“,












- .>.- .’r ‘ .:. *’.’
. .
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is the identity matrix of the seco”nd ‘rder. An identity ma-
trix of any other order is defined in a similar man’ner: It
is a square matrix having 1 for its principal diagonal. ele-
ments, and O for all the other elements. How, ap@ic’ation of
























It c~n”be seen that any .squark,matr.f”x r,erna}nsunchanged
upon premultiplication Or postmulttplica$i?fi. b~;tfie identity””
matrix of the same order.
. ..
,. , ..,. .. .
(2) Multiplication yields
. .
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left the first and third columns of the first matrix un-
,.
changed~ and transformed the sacond column into the sum of .
the original first and second columns. In a similar wa~c, it
ca~, be seen that
‘“
‘:::]-:: O:]=[;;] ‘ “-
,,.’





left the first and third columns of the first matrix un-
changed, and transformed the second column into the sum of
the original second column and one-half of the original
first column. Also,
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!,, . . .
left the first an~ sec’ond’-.cd~umns of the first “matrtx.”ud- .. ~
changed, and transformed the tlrtfd column into the:,sum of the
original third, and three times the original second columns.
It may-be qtat.ed, ~he~efore: . ; , ,
.,1, t.: -.,- ,. CC . .
postmultiplication by a matrix in Which all,principal
‘i+,””–—
. .
diagonal elements are unity. the’ eiement in~the:”pth row and
qth column is ,,k, and all the other elements are zerot is
equivalent to an ‘addition to the’ ~th column of”.the~original
matrix of k times the pth column of the ortginal matrix.
.. . .
The! effect of sey~ral .n~~vanishing. elementi ~ff th6 - -











L _i L;: ,.d,

















. . . . .. :,. .,,. ~..~
,.
’11
-T~~,&”;? .“: ,“; ““
‘.
. . . .... . .:
?. .:-.,.
0’12 ;
1-J‘“ o Oi ‘ “ , .,: . . ~ :,. .,, + ~,.. .. .
Ieft: the first c-olumn u.n’’cliarig~d,.b~~e~.tb?.the secbndco~umn
the first column, and added to the third c“oluhn .t’hetlo.u.%.l.e‘of..:
the second column. The knowledge gained from these examples
may,.b,eutilized in the transformation of a set of linear
,“
equa.-tions. > ,,!.,~i’:’ ,; +- 4 !,’ ,..-,;:::
.
In order to solve the :ma%ri~~u”ation (13) for the un-
knowns x, y, and z. both sides of t,he equation are first
“ postmultlplied by the matr$x:.. . ‘..” I ;
,. 100;{..l?.,...:,. -, 1,. r J >,,.. ,“, .“. a, . . ,-.
Postmult iplicaticm. mqans. that.,!Ml ,ie written ~~s<~a.~ac,t,o~.... .
b’ehind’the member is:bf t’he’equati,on: “ , - :.” .. “-.
., .,,.,.
;i.:!,i;!’[:.::”il:*’’’::xlio::o]()’)
[x, y, z] x 2 1 1 1 -0.5 -0.5
...’
It was,,~13,~o:w:~ i,p equations (12) that the order of- faotors In a
matrix p~.zod,u.c-tIs of great importance . The ,result of a post-
multi plicat’io’n’diffe?s, in general, from t%ose of a ‘lpremul”t”i-
plicatic~nll in which latter the same factor Ml would be
written before the ‘members of equ”ation (1:3);. The rule for the
construction of Ml is as follows:
.
. :.
(1) Fill in the,yrincipal diagonal; that 1s, the diagonal
of the matrix running from top left to bottom
right, with the digit 1; -.
(2) mill in the rema’inlng places 4“n$thB*.fi’r’e’trow with
the corresponding values of the original matrix
divided by the first element in the first row of
.
the original matrix (in the present example 2)
and by -1; b,.
(3) All the remaining elemp~t,s of Ml are to be filled
. ,.
‘ in with O.
,. I,f the matrix mult~~li.~at$,~y ~e’~~a.rrfed- out., the .fo~low-
fn’g resu”lt is obtained ‘ I .Y . ..,.(
.+
‘, .,:..,.,.- ,.~,-+ t
.,.
,.ml j .,,. ,1.,
.
r 1,..,-.,-,.....[Xt y, z] X 2 0“”” O ‘ ‘= [8, 5’, ‘i] .;::c,’~’;(,18)
. .’,,, ,.,,-”~ t
This equation can be written in an .equlvalent row matrix form,
i$. j$’o de sired: ,,,d { !,,: . .5:
[(2x+y+ z), (Lid o.5z\, ?O;5Y + 1,52)1 = [8, 5, 3] (19)
—-
..






.l.5y *,0.5Z = 5 (20)
o.5y + 1.52 = 3
—
.,,ltwill be recognized that the first of equations (20) is the
‘same as the first of equations (l), while the second and the
third of eauations (20) are identical with equations (3a) and
(3b), respectively. In other words,
Ml
postmultiplication by
achieved exactly the same transformation of the system of
equations as did the algebraic operation that originally re-
sulted in equations (3). . .
The matrix. aperations can now be continued by,the appli-













Postmultiplicatio,n, of equation (18) is indicated as follows:
,,
~~ [~1..o.51x[::::31~ c*’5:3’xP:::~J(22)
[x, Y’s 81 ‘ “2 ,0’ 0
#
11.0.5 1.5H ,00 J~1 , , . .Q o.:.. ““ ... . . .. .* .. .-..,t.’ -.
...
When it is ’carried out, the”result is:.
.1. ] ~ ~
.-
Yt.;%. [x$y, z] x 2“0 o ‘ =[8, 5, 1.333].
,...
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Equation (23) may be written in the row~matr~x form:
[(2x + y + z), “(1.5y + 0.52), “(1:333z)3 = [8, 5, 1.333] (24)
This matrix equation is equivalent to’ ~“h”ethree simultaneous
algebraic equations ,. . .
1.5y+ 0.5Z =“5 ‘ (?5)
,.,;: .
‘1.333Z,= 1.333 -, : .. .,..
. .
-.
Compari130n reveals that the first two ofe uatioks (25) are ‘.
7)Identical with the first two of equations 20 , Consequently,”
the fir[st of equations (25) is thesame.as,the fi~qt of equa-
tion (1), and the second of equatl.ons (2.5) is the same as
equation (3a). The third of equations (25) is identical with ‘
equation (5).
; ., ( ..
Thus, it has been shown that “’thetwo nlatrix multiplica-
tions Ir.dicated in equa~~ions- (17) and (42), respectively, re- v
suit in the same set of linear equations as those obtained by
the use of methods of high lschool algebra. The characteris-
tic proFerty of the set of equations (25) is that the last l
equation contains one, the middle one two, and the first one
three unknowns. Bec&.ub’A of this propert,~ the equations can
~;)~asily solved one by one, as was done in equations (6) to
The square .rnatrix in e~uation (23) is just a convenient
representation of the left-hand member of equations (25). It
falls into the category known as “triangular’) matrices be~ .“. .“
cause all its elements are zero on one side of the principal
diagonal. —
It iS, therefore, the purpose of the po”stmultlplicatlons
to transform the original matrix into a triangular matrix,
.
which ‘can be solved then ~>” ele”rnentary a,lgebra without any
difficulty. .
The procedure’ as’ developed ~eTO may seem ta-bw lengthy.
A considisrable part of the material presented, however, was
purely explanatory and can be omitted from the actual calcu-
tions, The essential feature~ were; --- .-
—
(1) Representation of the equations by the matrix of
the coefficients of the unknowns















,. . :.. (a)
.,,..,











. . .- .- - -
.
and by the row mat~ix of the right-hand side
(b)[8 9 “7]









“.:. .according to the rules .- . ..’
.... +.: -.
.
(b) Elemenik ’~~’’the’ first row off the prtnci~al,.diqg.onbl
are equal to the correspo-ndiq~ ‘e@m;e-n’t’”s.63-the
original matrix divided by the principal diagonal
element of the first row and by -1; .i.
..
‘
(c) All othqr bldments are O: .- ... ...
(3) Eostmultipli.cation by Ml
and the row matrix:
ON both the square matrtx







= ‘a “U”:o “<










00 1 ..,..:-.. ..
., ‘.
. ..,,~.:,“--- ,,- -;.. ...
.“-
‘. -
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(4) IZI all the later operations undertaken, the first
column and the first row of the right-hand member of eauation
(d) renain unchanged. It is, therefore, permissible to omit
them from the further considerations and to center the atten-
tion upon the two-by-two square IIsubmatrix’f obtained by
striking out the first column and the first row:
[1”1.5 0.5 ... (f)Q.;5” 1*5
This submatrix has to be postmultiplied by the matrix M*2
Constructed exactly according to the prescripti-on oontained







It may l~e noted, that M*2 can be obtained from Ma (see
equation (21)) by striking out the first column and the first
row.
,.
Pol!tmultiplicat ion results in
(5) In a similar manner th’e first element can be omitted
from the row matrix of the right-hand member of eauation (e).
The submatrix so obtained is -
[5, 3]
It :mzst be postmultiplied by
.,
[1




=: [5, 1.333] (k)
..
,“
(6)The complete tr’a’nsformed square matrix consists of
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—
member of equat ion. (d) ,4 and of the right-hand side member of
equatio~ (h): . ,, ., “’ . :.
‘[” 1.”’:”..
,,a ,2’”0””0 . .;.
.,
.




,.. . ,. - ..-
.,
. (7) The comple~e.. t~ansfor,rned “row ma}rix consist s,of the
first elempnt of~thb:right-han.d side member bf e uation (e),
7and ‘of the’ right-hand side me!nber,, of equ”ation (h :
. . . ..
. ., ‘.
. . . . .
:. [“8,:5, 1.’3333 (m)
(8) The complete transformed matrix equation can be
written as a combination of (t) and (m) as follows:
.
1’ .]. ~~[x, y,z3 x200 = [8, 5, 1.333] (n) r1 1.5 0* s ,: 1“’ Q,..5 1..333.. .’. . . _a. .—. a– .. ..
.
This equation is identical with equation (23’)‘and can be :




Th~’O@&iA~~ons &titlined in the.preceaing eight points









!.,-2.1 1 -0.5 ‘ -0”.5- ‘
., 1. .




1 1 2 G“ 1 .,’..
t
,
. . . . 5’” ,3”.[, . ~ s ,... ,.
L “;. ,-——— —.— —__ —__ ___
. ,-. 1.5 0,5 ‘. -0.33 . .
.!., .. , 0..5. 1.5, .1
.,
.,
. . . ..
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The first line in-t:he scheme represents ‘the”original
row matrix (b). Below it is arranged the original square .
matrix (a). To the right is the postmultiplier (c) except
that its first column is omitted. This first column is not
needed since it would enter only in the calculation of the
first column of the matrix product’ which need not be rewrit~
ten since”it remains unchanged as explained under (4).
,.. .,. . .
The valuei under the first full horizontal line are ob-
tained “by postmult.iplylng the row matrix [8, 9,, 7] by the fn-
complet,stpostmultiplier. ‘This postmultiplication is carried
out exactly according to the rule~ of matrix mbl.tiplication
given ellrlier. Because of the Incompleteness of the post-
multiplier only two elements ,are obtained in the product,














[8 X (-0.5)] + (9 X 0) + (7 X 1) =3
Since the omitted first column of the postmultiplier contained
the elements 1, 0, 0, multiplication by it would have given 8,
the unckanged value of the first element of the row matrix.




The’ square matrix under the row 5“, 3 is com~-uted in a
similar manner by postmulti.plylng the original square matrix
by the incomplete postmultiplier. Multiplication of the row
2, 1, 1 would give:’ ,.
..
[2 X(- O.5)]+(1X1)+(1XO) =0
[2 X(- 0.5)]+(1XO) +(1X1) =0






[1 x (-0.5)3 + (2X 1) + (1 x o) = 1.5
[1 x (-o.5)j -1-(2x 0) + (1 x I-) = 0.5
These two values are listied $n the first row below the dotted
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.
.1:, :1
[1 x (-0.5)1 ~ (I ~-i) +“(2”x o) SL6.5 ‘--”--““”
.
..
[I x (-0.5)] +“”(i x o) + (2 x 1) = 1.5
1- ., . :--
.
J
The column to the righ,t is the second column of the post-
multiplie~ (g). The first tiolumn of this postmultiplier is
again omitted as unessential for the computations.
The last two numbers in the scheme are computed by multi-
plication by the incomplete second postmultiplier in the same
manner as described in connection with the preceding opera-
tions.
It must be emphasized-that the sch~me given does not con-
tain a complete presentation of the matrix multiplications.
It is just a convenient short-hand reproduction” of the compu-
tations given in more detail under (1) to (8). E&miliarity
with this scheme of operations makes it possible to reduc”e ~
quickly, with the least amount of -time wasted in wrftfng~ a
given set of linear equations to tilrediagonal form.
.-- -.
An example is now gi,.v,en.~w thqut explanations, for the
reduction of a set of four’-bqfiations.
.
—.




2x + 3y + 2w.= 16
x +Zz”+ W=ll
2Y + Zr’+}W= Ii””:
:



















.’ .,, , t“, ,
:, :
:1.1 11














































—--- -—- ——. ___ _.
.




1.5’ -1 : “ 1. ,
.. .
-9.55
--. — -—_ __





Hence, the tra,asformed set of– equations can be written
in the matrix form as follows: . .
l=
= [11, 10.5, 10.875, -9.551 .[~, Y, z, w,] x 40 0 0
22 0 0
1 -0.5 1.625 0
02 3.5 -2.385
--- --- -3
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This matrix equation iS equival,e~t ~o:the four algebraic~
.
equatiops: .. .. “. “ ‘.?...},5..?-,”,: .“ -----.. ..... . .. .. ..!-..,-...:”.’.- .’ .. --, -—.
.( ... ....”’... .
.,
,’r ~.,.







4x+2y+ - ‘i’: ‘“- .-”---=-”~1” ..
,-
,. ;.l :.:’ !Zy- ‘-” -o . 62 : :+* .A ‘= .io.5-: ‘~::~.,.
,.. . . .‘,, -’ .a-~” -..r
.., 1.625’. +-rl’.5w’‘“”:=“10.875~.












f:.:;, ~ @:,: ~”.t:.-’ .-T— ...>:, -. .. . .
..
l?he last one of the equations ,gives ipaediately
:+”. ,. .-. , . . . .
--
.. .r- W= ’4”,,.:,,.
. .
Substitution “in the’ preceding, equatlo~~ yields
,,.>.
1’.625z,= 10.875. - 6 = 4’.875
.







.. .. . 3. . .z =
!.. -:,., ;.: .
.,
. . . . . - ...
- =.
,.. . ..












, ..t. .,, .
..“.
;$:-$’l ~= ~-- .......-. “, “;’,;”-
... .
..
. . . . . .... .:,.:- .
.,.:. ,.’. . .
-,.
-5.:
.C~Use~yently, “ “’” ‘“ ,R.. ,, . ,’.. .-j~”: .~~,: . , ---:
.,, .
..:-.
.“’. ,. .-. ‘..:- ,. ..+.-





~inally, there is ?b.~.a$nedl,,- , . .:.:.,:.-t
...,-.,
.
4x = .11,-, 3 -.4 * 4! +ai~ -“”:? -“~..__j::-:;.
v: ’....::”.:
.! .’!.””~“:-.....-! ‘e $-,------.-...--”
....-
,%.”.;:,..”-s-
and thu.sj- -. -:.~.-.+. “-. , ...-...:.-..>,;r :,,i,.~~.-.<-,.. ..-!.... —-
,.: x= l,,. ::. n :*::-i.:-f+.=~;-:-V.:,..;A,”.
. .....
.;-, ,. (... .. ,:
.
..:.P% Z,.,* ----- . . ... . .~a.;~:
. . .. . . . . .
.r. * ..,-..-:,. . ,. .-.-,,.. ! --. ;
.-lfheri’~he,~~rn~e~ .o~ s~aultaneo~i ,~~~~ar ~qu~tiops ,is. ~: ~
lar~e . the jco~put.ational work is graat-ly .re,d.uce~by t,b.etise’-‘.’
of a calculat ing..rnaohine. A calculdt-~ng ‘ma-chine may become
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happen to involve. small dlfferen’ces of lar’ge’“number s”.”.An ex-
—
ample is. now given for the solution of seven equations’ with l
seven unknowns. The equations represent the problem of the
egg-shape ring with symmetric loads.
., b#-
In this example, as in all the matrix computations of
this re:port, the,,work of writing WaEJ further reduced by the
adoptio:~ of the following echeme. Instead of writing out the
entire matrix multiplier; ‘only’the. first row is put down, and
even this first element of the first row 1s omitted. It may
be remembered that ‘all the”,elements omitted are eithar equal
to unity, or to zero.
Tho first row IIn table 17 contains (-1) tirndsrthe exter-
nal loads of the egg-shape ring with symmetric loads. The
following seven rows, under the dotted line. are identical
with tho rows of the operations table (table 6). !Che next
row, unker the soli~,,line’ and Included in parenthese’s’i.p~e’~”.c
sents the multipliers. They are (-1) times the ratios ob-
tained by dividing the elements of.the, f.irst row under the
dotted line, except” the first element of’ this row- by the
first element of the first row. The first ratio, .
-(8.92215)/(-3.34833) = 3.66466, is listed in the second
column (in the column of 8.92216). The other ratios follow
in the third. fourth, and so forth. columns.
The r.ow.~ndiqa.the. ratios “conitains the t’ransforrned e~~er-
nal loads.” The value in the ith column of this row is ob-
tained by multiplylqg the ,fi.rst .elp-rne.nt,in the first row of
the table by the mul”tiplter in the ith column and adding to
the product algebraically the value of the elemen,t in the. -- ..
first row and the fth column . Thus, for instance, in the
second column the value 133.233-vr.as calculated as follows:
It may be seen that in thts ma~,nqr:~n~y,,six transformed ex-
ternal load elements are-ofit~ined from the original seven




Fol:!owing the same rule, ,th<e.,original seven-by-seven
matrix ii; transformed into the. six-by-six matrix contained
between the seaond dotted line and the 6.e,cond?ul\. o@e#~. E’or
instance., the, element izx”:tlxe‘fohrtb’rc’olumn
k
‘“fi:~t~e’.thir+eenth .
row of, the entire tab~e .w&w..’omph5eTeasas’‘f~ol.,o~w’s’;”. , L .-..’. .
,, 7+,. ..,,‘z:!:.. .:::’“’:’. “~_’:
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This scheme is followed until the external load elements8
are reduced to a single element, and the matrix is also re-
duced to a single element. The lea~ing columns represent then
the equations of the triangular system; )?or instance, the
.
leadlng oolumn of the third step may be written as
-1.7’?854 VB + 0.204688 UB _ 8.96572 Wc + 0.775767 vO = -38.3834
The leading column of the sixth step is:
-1.034845 V(J _ 0.654970 UC = -19.2443
The full set of these equations can be solved as shown
earlier .
As a second exan-ple of the procedure actually used in
the calculations, table 18 is presented. It contains the
transformation of the matrix of the circular ring with anti-
symmetric loads.
More information on matrices, written from the standpoint
l of the person interested in applications of the matrix calcu-
lus to problems i~ physics and engineering, may be found in
“Elementary Matrices and Some Applications to Dynamics and .
. Differential itquations~l b~ R. A. I’razer, W. J. Duncari, and
A. R. Collar (University Press, 1938). The procedure used in
the present report can be shortened further if advantage is J
taken of the fact that all the matrices discussed in this re-
port can be set up in a symmetric form. Such a simplified
procedure was suggested by M. H? Poolittle in llM,ethodEmployed
in the Solution of N“ormal Equations and the” Adjustment of a
Triangulation,l~ U. S.” Coast and Geodetic Survey Report, 1878,
PP l 115-120. A discussion of the Dooltttle technique may be
found in an article ly Paul S. Dwyer in the December 1941
. issue of the Annale of Mathematical Statistics, Vol. X11, No.
4, pp, 449-458. A more modern approach to the solution of
simultaneous equations arising in engineering is given in the
. paper llA Short Kethod for Evaluating Determinants and $olving
Sy,ste~isof Linear Equations with Real or Complex Coeffieientsll






[3] VB=’10-4 in. -2.69614






Table 6. Operations Table
.“.
. .
NB ....”.%’ %“ -
. ..
). 92216 -EL69614. 3.96771
-3t?l .866 11,4697 -13.1014
11.4697 -4aO0991 ; 3.4352
-M-1014 3.4352 -Xl .9566
-61.242 ‘:8 l10267 O
nTa&E!

























stands for a tangential, vf’or 8 radial’ displaoeqent, w for a rotatim. me H
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Table 11* Omrations table for oircular ring
N T N R T N T
in.~lb. A B B B c c


















































































-8.747 I-S4*!370 I 59a476
-1.8% -8.75 -31.22 63.19
-505 -39.9
-223.8 -187.3 313.8 -44,2
-398.0 -31.4
-223.8 -187.3 -84.2 -75,6
-1908 -3.1
-223.8 -187.3 -10400 -78.7
27.0 -58.3 396 -28.3
-196.8 -245.6 292 I -107.0-28.2 -4*9 -390 ‘0.5
-225.0 I -250.5 I 289 I -107.5-5s6 -O*9
1*8 I ‘2~:::I 2::.4 -1*9-225.0 -108.4
-223.2
-14.1 1-2%1::::4l%::
-237.3 -256,9 309.9 -11005
239 255 -316 109.3
1.6 -1.9 -6.1 -1.2









2.78 I -66.4 I -0.655












247.2 I -14.9 ] 0.69 I








1.77 I -2.34 I 0,83 I
1.969 -2.792 0.412
. .







































31.2348 -5001390 49.8388 7,134970
.
-29,6649 12,9752 8.63405 7.709566
12,9752 -65s6152 7.134970 3.015452
8,63406 I 7.13497 -171.9S7 -1s06003
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-18.05 -3l 14 -1.92
-=+=-L=









38.104 * I -53.135-3l 45 -2.85 68.6






-12.12 I 32.3 I 3.49-1.56 2.5 -2.49
’13l 68 34.8 1.00
-0.3 4.15
I
-13*98 I 38.95 I 1.00-2.97 1.30 0686
-16.95 I 40,25 I 1.86-0.05 0.65

























Table 15. Oymatims !Ihble for Toraim Of Egg-8haped tig
operation ITA
‘A % % ‘B ‘, ‘c ‘CD ‘~ ~
in. -lb. lb. in.lb. lb. lb. in. -lb. lb. - lh. in--lb. lh -
-—. —-.—. . . . -- .
uA”lO-%ad . -523.185 -217.240 178.054 -82-8465” 234-496
~ .~o-3&
A
‘217-240 -175,295 234.496 -79-8920 174.431
~B=lO-%ad. 178*054 234-496 -1606.64 ,-291m974 -1496.08 367-170 -278.790 1314s66
vB=10-3in. -82.8465 -79.8920 -291.974 -248.18 -660.021 278.790 -185.110 744.755
u “lo-h 234.49- 174.431 -1496. C@ -650.021 -2955.38 1314.66 -744.755 2778.29
B
wC”10-3rad. 367.17 278.790 1S14.66 -1246.76 403.048 -1278.84 -81.5496 10
-10-%. -276.790 -1850110 -744.755 403.046 -211.246 7380001 -lo
‘c
0-816490
‘lO%in. 131-4.66 744.755 2778.29
‘CD
-1.27B.84 738.001 -2781-37 -8-85510 -1-36345
wD=lo-3rad. -81a6496 -lo -8.85510 -354,218 -5.79174



















in.-lb. lb. ino-lb, lbo lbl inc.-lb. lb. lbl ha-lb. lb.
+o-s~d, +23.185 -217.240 178.054
‘A
-82.8465 234.496
UA”lO% . -217.240 -175.295 234.496 -79.8920 174.431
wB=qO-3rad. 178.054 234.496 -1614.32 -292.06 -1495.94 567.17 -278.79 1314.66
vB-lo-3ill. -62,8405 A79.8920 -292 .“06 -255.880 -665.458 278.790 -185.110 744.756
%=10-%. 234.496 174.431 -1495.94 -665.456 -2959.23 1S14.66 -+44.755 2778.29
wc=10-3Fad* 367.17 278.790 1314.66 -1246.76 403.048 -1278.84 -81.6496 10
=lo-3 ine -278.790 -185.110 -744* 755 403.048 -211.246 738.001 -lo 0.816496
‘c
uc’lo-3in. 1314.66 744.765 2778.29 -1278.84 738.001 -2781.37 -6.65610 -1.36645




10 0.816496 -1.36645 -5.79174 -2.6516
I
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24 ST ALUM. ALLOY
BEAM.








































FIG. 5 EGG-SHAPED RING WITH SYMMETRIC LOADS.







a. BEAM CONVENTION b. RIGIDFRAME CONVENTION
( FORCES ACT UPON BEAM) ( FORCESm ACT UPON CONSTRAINTS)







ACCORDING TO BEAM b.ACCORDING TO FRAME
CONVENTION.
c
7 POSITIVE FORCES AND MOMENTS AT POINT B.
.l



































































2,0 B 30 40 50C 60 70 80 E D 100
FIG. 9. BENDING MOMENT DISTRIBUTION OF EGG-SHAPED RING WITH
SYMMETRIC LOADS.










_ ;@ =q ‘1.125 LB@
FIG. 10. IQ








NOTATION FOR ANALYTIC SOLUTION OF
RING PROBLEM.






BENDING MOMENT DISTRIBUTION Iffl CIRCULAR RING.
.






I k FIG. 13.














(a) RESOLUTION OF TANGENTIAL DISPLACEMENT.
(b) BEAM CONVENTION FOR STRAIGHT BAR.
(c) RESOLUTION OF RADIAL FORCE.
(d) RESOLUTION OF TANGENTIAL FORCE.
FIG. 14. “















FIG. 15. RESOLUTION OF FORCES AT FIXED END,
I





BENDING MOMENT DIAGRAM OF BRACED CIRCULAR RING.
t
NACA TN No. 998 Fig. 17
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FIG. 20 BENDING’ MOMENT DIAGRAM OF BRACED
EGG-SHAPED RING IN TORSION.
